
From: Rossyris Silva-Nazario 
Sent: Friday, January 01, 2010 10:10 PM 
To: Martha Lanuez 
Cc: Daniella Aray 
Subject: FCC REPORTS- ULTIMA HORA 11:30 PM - DECEMBER 2009 - PART 1 
FCC REPORTS ULTIMA HORA NETWORK NEWS DECEMBER 1-15 PART 1 
  
12/01/09 
  
NOTHING TO REPORT! 
  
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
12/02/09 
  
TEXAS RAID 
VO :21 
Immigration and Customs Enforcement agents today raided Mambo Seafood's corporate headquarters and two 
restaurants, detaining 33 suspected illegal immigrants, a spokesman said. The morning raids were part of an ongoing 
investigation of the seafood restaurant company, said ICE spokesman Gregory Palmore. He said the agency has 
released on humanitarian grounds two of the people originally detained and had 31 in custody.  ICE agents targeted 
the corporate headquarters and restaurant at 6101 Airline Drive and another location at 10002 Long Point Road, 
Palmore said. A woman who answered the phone at the Mambo location on Airline Drive today said no one was 
available to comment.  
  
IMMIGRANT MARCH  
JAIME GARCIA, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
PKG 2:04 
Auxiliary Bishop Alexander Salazar, Director of the Department of Justice and Peace, will lead a procession of priests 
and faithful carrying the Pilgrim Image of Our Lady of Guadalupe and the Antorcha Guadalupana to the "B-18" 
Immigration Holding Center in the basement of the downtown Federal Building, where immigrants are held while 
being processed for possible deportation or long-term immigration detention. The visit to the "B-18" Holding Center 
brings the message of this year's Guadalupe Celebration, "No Tengas Miedo (Do Not Fear)," to the immigrant 
community impacted by our broken immigration system. 
  
BREAST CANCER HEARING  
LOURDES DEL RIO. MIAMI, FLORIDA 
PKG 2:17 
Breast ultrasounds found 100 percent of suspicious cancers in women under 40 who found lumps or other suspicious 
areas of the breast, offering a cheaper, less-invasive alternative to surgery or biopsies, U.S. researchers said 
Wednesday. They said targeted ultrasound -- which examines just the area of the breast where a lump is identified -- 
should become the standard of care for women under 40. The findings may address some of the concerns raised by a 
federal advisory panel about breast exams done by women or doctors to investigate lumps or hot spots in the breast, 
which most often turn out to be harmless. 
  
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
12/03/09 
  
COURT MASS IMMIGRANT HEARING 
LUIS MEGID. SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA  
PKG 2:01 
Immigrants who have been arrested in zero-tolerance zones along the Mexican border must not be tried at mass 
criminal immigration hearings because the proceedings violate federal rules, an appeals court ruled Wednesday. A 
three-judge panel with the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in San Francisco ruled that a federal court in Tucson, 
Ariz. - where mass hearings have been held for defendants arrested by U.S. Border Patrol agents - had violated Rule 
11, which requires that each defendant be read their rights and be given an explanation of what a guilty plea means. 
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OBAMA JOB SUMMIT 
VO : 24 
President Barack Obama turns his attention Thursday from Afghanistan to the battle against U.S. unemployment, 
which has sapped his popularity at home and may shape his political future. Obama is hosting a forum with business 
leaders at the White House to discuss how to boost jobs after U.S. unemployment hit a 26-year peak of 10.2 percent 
in October. But the gathering has been dismissed by critics as a public relations exercise. 
  
TEEN DATING VIOLENCE MEET 
VO : 23 
Meetings are being held across the country today to focus on finding ways to stop teen dating violence. Attorney 
General Eric Holder and Education Secretary Arne Duncan met with teens, parents and youth leaders in Washington -
- The gathering is part of the Justice Department's year-long commemoration of the 15th anniversary of the Violence 
Against Women Act Holder says his department is committed to finding innovative solutions to help "prevent teen 
dating abuse."  
  
TEEN SEXTING POLL  
VO : 24 
A 16-year-old boy in the San Francisco area says he doesn't think "sexting" is "that big of a problem." He says he's 
shared naked pictures of himself with girlfriends. But young people across the country are facing charges -- in some 
cases, felony charges -- for sending those pictures. So, he says he "probably wouldn't do it again." But he's not alone 
in having done so. More than a quarter of the young people responding to an Associated Press-MTV poll have been 
involved in some way in sending explicit photos, videos or chat by cell phone or online. And many of those who've 
done so say they haven't been deterred by the knowledge that there might be legal consequences.  
  
SALVATION ARMY TOY POLICY  
VILMA TARAZONA. SATELLITE ROOM  
PKG 1:27 
The Salvation Army of Houston will no longer require Social Security numbers from those seeking Christmas gifts, the 
organization announced today.  A story in the Houston Chronicle earlier this week noted that the Salvation Army and 
Outreach Program Inc., which distributes toys collected by the Houston Fire Department, require documents that 
indicate immigration status - birth certificates, Social Security numbers or other paperwork - to register for their holiday 
charity programs. Generally speaking, Social Security numbers are only available to those legally residing in the 
United States.  
  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
12/04/09 
  
JOBS AND ECONOMY  
BLANCA ROSA VILCHEZ. NEW YORK  
PKG 2:07 
With a report due out on November unemployment tomorrow, President Barack Obama is vowing to take "every 
responsible step to accelerate job creation." At a meeting with more than 100 CEOs, academics, small business and 
union leaders, Obama highlighted some ideas for job growth that could be put into action quickly. Among the 
possibilities is a program to make homes more energy efficient.  
  
SALVATION ARMY: No Social Security card needed for toys  
VO:20 / SOT :21 / VO:06 
The Salvation Army of Houston will no longer require Social Security numbers from those seeking Christmas gifts, the 
organization announced today. A story in the Houston Chronicle earlier this week noted that the Salvation Army and 
Outreach Program Inc., which distributes toys collected by the Houston Fire Department, require documents that 
indicate immigration status - birth certificates, Social Security numbers or other paperwork - to register for their holiday 
charity programs. Generally speaking, Social Security numbers are only available to those legally residing in the 
United States.  
  
SLIMS FAST RECALL 
VO:22 
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Possible Bacterial Contamination Spurs Recall of All Ready-to-Drink Slim-Fast Canned Products. All Slim-Fast ready-
to-drink canned products are being recalled because of possible contamination with Bacillus cereus, a bacterium that 
may cause diarrhea and possibly nausea and/or vomiting. Unilever United States, Inc. issued the voluntary recall in 
cooperation with the FDA. The recall involves all ready-to-drink Slim-Fast products sold in cans, regardless of flavor, 
"Best-By" date, lot code, or UPC number. The recall doesn't include any other Slim-Fast products, such as powdered 
shakes, meal bars, or snack bars. 
  
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
12/07/09  
  
HEALTH CARE OVERHAUL 
LOURDES DEL RIO- MIAMI, FL  
PKG 2:07 
Anti-abortion lawmakers in both parties have insisted that taxpayer funds not be used to pay for abortions in 
government-run health programs. But some liberals say proposed restrictions go too far by barring federally 
subsidized health insurance plans from covering abortion even if the procedures were entirely paid for with customers' 
premiums. 
  
BAILOUT COSTS 
BLANCA ROSA VILCHEZ- NUEVA YORK 
PKG 2:17 
The Obama administration will lose $200 billion less than expected from the federal bailout program and is 
looking at using part of the savings to fund new job creation efforts. A Treasury official said that the administration 
now believes the cost of the financial rescue program will be at least $200 billion below the $341 billion estimate it 
made in August. 
  
FRESNO BEEF RECALL 
VO: 19 
A California company is recalling 22-thousand pounds of ground beef that may be contaminated with Salmonella. 
Beef Packers, Incorporated is a Fresno, California company that produced the beef on September 23rd of this year. 
The U-S Agriculture Department says two illnesses in Arizona have been linked  to the ground beef. The beef went 
through a retail distribution center in Arizona  where it was repackaged into consumer size packages, and sold under 
different retail brand names. Consumers are advised to check with their local retailer to determine if they have 
purchased products affected by the recall. 
  
ZHU ZHU CONCERNS 
VO:22  
Toy safety regulators said Monday that Zhu Zhu Pets -- one of the holiday season's hottest toy crazes -- do not violate 
federal safety standards after all. A spokesman for the U.S. Consumer Product Safety ommission told The Associated 
Press the toy "is not out of compliance" with a new U.S. toy safety law that began taking effect this year. The agency 
did not test the toy. 
  
------------------------------------------------------- 
  
12/08/09 
  
HEALTH CARE SENATE 
VO: 28 
U.S. Senate Democratic negotiators said they had reached agreement Tuesday on a compromise on a scaled-back 
public insurance plan in a broad healthcare overhaul and would seek cost estimates on the deal. 
  
OBAMA AND ECONOMY 
BLANCA ROSA VILCHEZ- NUEVA YORK 
PKG 2:31 
President Barack Obama says staggering job losses mean the country must continue to "spend our way out of this 
recession" with a round of new incentives for hiring. In a speech at the Brookings Institution, Obama proposed a 
package intended to stimulate job creation and bring down the country's 10 percent unemployment rate. The 
measures include more money for infrastructure projects, tax cuts and credit access for small businesses. It also 
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includes rebates to consumers who make their homes more energy efficient. 
  
FTC WARNS WORLD CUP SOCCER FANS 
LOURDES DEL RIO- MIAMI, FLORIDA 
PKG 2:00 
In conjunction with the organizers of the World Cup, the Federal Trade Commission is warning soccer fans that they 
could become victims of scams. In some cases, Web sites that offer tickets for sale are run by con artists who don't 
really have tickets. In other cases, consumers buy "tickets" and travel to the World Soccer Cup site only to learn that 
the tickets they purchased are counterfeit.     
  
----------------------------------------------------------- 
  
12/09/09 
  
HEALTH CARE BILL  
LOURDES MELUZA. WASHINGTON, DC  
PKG 2:11 
 Even though Democrats in the Senate appear to be ready to get rid of the public option -- it looks like the coalition 
backing President Barack Obama's health care bill is still together. A compromise that's in the works would include 
private insurance plans under the auspices of the federal employee health program. And it would also allow middle-
aged people to buy into Medicare. And a leading liberal, former party chairman Howard Dean, is signaling that he 
could live with that. But a powerful small business group is voicing its objections to the Democratic bill. The National 
Federation of Independent Business says it would raise costs and make it harder to create jobs. 
  
----------------------------------------------------------- 
  
12/10/09 
  
IMMIGRATION MARCH IN NEW JERSEY 
VO :22  
In the blustery, bone-chilling cold Thursday afternoon, about 50 people gathered in front of the Elizabeth Detention 
Center, where some 300 foreign nationals are held on immigration violations, to call for the immigration system to be 
reformed. The people at the rally, which marked the conclusion of a march that had begun more than six miles away, 
by the federal building that houses immigration offices in Newark, called on Congress to pass an immigration measure 
that would give some of the nation's 12 million illegal immigrants a chance to legalize their status. Sullivan is director 
of the Interfaith Refugee Action Team - Elizabeth, which includes a program in which volunteers visit people held in 
immigrant detention facilities and have no friends or relatives in the area. 
  
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
12/11/09 
  
IMMIGRATION REFORM PRESENTATION 
LOURDES DEL RIO, MIAMI, FLORIDA 
PKG 2:08 
On Tuesday, December 15, Congressman Luis V. Gutierrez (D-IL) will introduce new legislation, the Comprehensive 
Immigration Reform for America's Security and Prosperity Act of 2009 (CIR ASAP), to the U.S. House of 
Representatives. Gutierrez will be joined by members of many different faiths and backgrounds, including the 
Congressional Hispanic Caucus, Black Caucus, Asian Pacific American Caucus and Progressive Caucus.  
  
TARGETING CRIMINAL ALIENS 
VO :22 
Nearly 300 foreign nationals with criminal records have been removed from the United States or are facing 
deportation following a three-day enforcement surge in California, making it the biggest operation targeting at large 
criminal aliens ever carried out by U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE). During the operation, which 
concluded late Thursday, ICE officers located and arrested a total of 280 criminal aliens statewide, along with six non-
criminal aliens who had final orders of deportation. More than 80 percent of the criminal aliens taken into custody had 
prior convictions for serious or violent crimes, such as rape by force, armed robbery and assault with a deadly 
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weapon. Also included in the group are 30 convicted sex offenders, many whose crimes involved sexual assaults on 
children. Of those arrested, at least 100 have already been removed from the country. 
  
------------------------------------------------------------ 
  
12/14/09 
  
OPERATION HOAX 
CRISTINA PUIG- MIAMI, FL 
PKG 1:57 
More than $26 million worth of counterfeit clothing, electronics, DVDs, holiday ornaments and other consumer goods 
are now in the hands of authorities after a nationwide series of raids. The coordinated raids were aimed at cracking 
down on major rings selling "knockoff" products, federal authorities announced Monday. They recovered more than 
700,000 counterfeited products in 41 cities and 26 states.  
  
IMMIGRATION 
JAIME GARCIA- LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
PKG 2:00 
The Supreme Court said today it would rule for the first time on whether employees have a right to privacy when they 
send text messages on electronic devices supplied by their employers. The justices agreed to hear an appeal from 
the police department in Ontario, Calif., that was successfully sued by Sgt. Jeff Quon and three other officers after 
their text messages -- some of which were sexually explicit -- were read by the police chief. 
  
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
12/15/09 
  
IMMIGRATION REFORM 
JAIME GARCIA- LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
PKG 2:15 
Hispanic, black, Asian and other House lawmakers backing immigration overhaul called Tuesday for legalizing illegal 
immigrants in the U.S., despite a weakened economy and joblessness. The coalition of lawmakers said Tuesday 
immigration reform can protect American workers as well as bring into the mainstream economy productive immigrant 
workers who have lived in the shadows because of their illegal status. 
  
HEALTH CARE OVERHAUL 
LOURDDES MELUZA- WASHINGTON, DC 
PKG 2:10 
Prodded by President Barack Obama, Senate Democrats won tentative backing from one holdout and worked 
intensely to satisfy another Tuesday as they grappled with the last, lingering disputes blocking passage of health care 
legislation by Christmas. 
  
H1N1 VACCINE 
VO: 23 
It seems like every couple days, you hear something about the swine flu in the news.  and one thing that we've heard 
time and time again is health officials recommending that all kids get vaccinated.  which is one reason six year old 
robert summers' aunt, mary, was so supprised by the news of a recall. The vaccine being recalled was made by 
sanofi pasteur and was shipped to north carolina in mid to late november.  
  
==============END OF PART 1================= 
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From: Rossyris Silva-Nazario 
Sent: Friday, January 01, 2010 9:42 PM 
To: Martha Lanuez 
Cc: Daniella Aray 
Subject: FCC REPORTS- DESPIERTA AMERICA NEWS- DECEMBER 2009 - PART 2 
FCC REPORTS DESPIERTA AMERICA DECEMBER 16-31 PART II 
  
12/16/09 
  
OBAMA - DEFICIT 
VO: 23 
President Barack Obama and congressional Republicans are sharpening their disagreements over deficit spending as 
the House plans votes on the issue Wednesday. Obama says deficit spending is still needed to create jobs and 
stimulate the economy. But most Republicans and some moderate Democrats say the deficit is growing too big. 
  
OBAMA SAYS SENATE IS ON BRINK OF PASSING HISTORIC HEALTH CARE 
VO: 28 
History may be calling but time's running out to act by Christmas, so Senate Democrats are coming to terms with the 
idea they won't get everything they want from health care overhaul. For the second time in less than two weeks, 
President Barack Obama cajoled restive Democrats on Tuesday, urging them not to lose perspective amid intense 
intraparty battles over government's role and reach in health care. The public plan liberals hoped for appeared dead in 
the Senate, as did a Medicare buy-in scheme offered as a fallback. 
  
IMMIGRATION REFORM 
JAIME GARCIA - LOS ANGELES, CA 
PKG 2:20 
Hispanic, black, Asian and other House lawmakers backing immigration overhaul called Tuesday for legalizing illegal 
immigrants in the U.S., despite a weakened economy and joblessness. The coalition of lawmakers said Tuesday 
immigration reform can protect American workers as well as bring into the mainstream economy productive immigrant 
workers who have lived in the shadows because of their illegal status. 
  
SAME SEX MARRIAGE DC   
VO: 24 
After suffering setbacks from California to New York, Maine to New Jersey, same-sex marriage supporters got a 
victory Tuesday with the City Council's vote to legalize gay marriage in the District of Columbia. Gay couples could 
begin tying the knot in the district as early as March. The only hurdles left to clear are the city's mayor, who has 
promised to sign the bill, and Congress, which has final say over laws in the nation's capital. The district's nonvoting 
delegate to Congress, Eleanor Holmes Norton, said she expects no opposition there. 
  
HEALTH BILL TODAY 
VO: 18 
History may be calling but time's running out to act by Christmas, so Senate Democrats are trying to come to terms 
with the idea they won't get everything they want from a health care overhaul.    Should they listen to former 
Democratic Party chairman Howard Dean, slamming the Senate bill as an insurance industry bailout? Or should they 
pay attention to President Barack Obama, saying the legislation achieves most of what he wants? With each day that 
senators churn on, the public's doubts about the legislation only seem to grow, polls indicate. 
  
SWINE FLU RECALL & TEASE  
VO: 26 
Health officials are recalling hundreds of thousands of doses of swine flu vaccine after tests indicated they may not be 
potent enough to protect against the virus. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention notified doctorsabout the 
recall Tuesday. The recall involves about 800,000 doses made by Sanofi Pasteur. The doses are pre-filled syringes 
intended for young children, ages 6 months to almost three years. 
Health officials recommend children those ages get two doses, spaced about a month apart. 
  
====================== 
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12/17/09 
  
JOB BILL APPROVED BY HOUSE 
VO: 23 
The House of Representatives Wednesday narrowly approved a $155 billion measure that seeks to create jobs and 
blunt the impact of the 
worst recession since the 1930s. By a vote of 217 to 212, the House approved additional spending for "shovel-ready" 
construction projects and money to avoid layoffs of teachers, police and other public employees. No Republicans 
voted for the bill, and 38 Democrats voted against it. The Senate is expected to consider the measure early next year. 
  
CITIGROUP FORECLOSURES 
VO: 23 
Citigroup will suspend foreclosures and evictions for 30 days. It's a temporary break for about 4,000 borrowers during 
the holiday season. The New York-based bank will halt foreclosure sales and stop evicting homeowners from 
properties it has already seized. The company projects it will help 2,000 homeowners with scheduled foreclosure 
sales and another 2,000 that were due to receive foreclosure notices. The suspension will run from Friday through 
Jan. 17. It applies only to borrowers whose loans are owned by Citi. Borrowers who make payments to Citi but whose 
loans are owned by other investors are out of luck. The head of Citi's mortgage division says the company is working 
on "some long-term fundamental alternatives" to foreclosure, but has declined to be specific. 
  
FEDS REVISING ASYLUM DETENTION POLICIES 
VO: 20 
The Obama administration said Wednesday it will stop detaining asylum seekers who have a credible fear of 
persecution in their home countries. To be released into the U.S., the asylum seekers will have to establish the 
credible fear and their identities and show they are not dangerous or a flight risk, said John Morton, Department of 
Human Services assistant secretary overseein Immigration and Customs Enforcement. 
  
U.S. STUDY: 1 IN 5 LOST HEALTH INSURANCE IN PAST YEAR 
VO: 21 
Nearly 20 percent of the U.S. population -- or almost 60 million people -- went without health insurance at some point 
since January 2008, according to government estimates released Wednesday. The analysis by the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention comes as Democratic senators wrestle to pass their version of health reform 
legislation before the end of the year to help make good on President Barack Obama's top domestic goal of 
overhauling the nation's $2.5 trillion healthcare system. 
  
PREMATURE BIRTH TIED TO LATER BEHAVIORAL PROBLEMS   
VO: 18 
Children who were born prematurely and at a very low weight may have an increased risk of certain behavior 
problems and symptoms of depression and anxiety, research suggests. As the survival rates of very preterm 
newborns have improved in recent years, studies have uncovered some of the potential long-term challenges these 
infants will face -- including lower IQ and higher rates of behavioral problems compared with their peers born at term. 
  
TREATING DEPRESSION HELPS WITH BLOOD SUGAR CONTROL 
VO: 21 
Treating depression may help people with diabetes get their blood sugar under control. In a study of low-income 
minorities with poorly controlled diabetes, researchers found that antidepressant therapy was associated with 
improved long-term blood sugar control and reduced blood pressure. 
  
ANTIDEPRESSANTS MAY HAVE RISKS AFTER MENOPAUSE   
VO: 21 
Older women who take an antidepressant seem to have a small but noteworthy increased risk of stroke and death 
compared to older women not on an antidepressant medication, a new study shows. But given that depression itself is 
a well-established risk factor for early death, heart disease and other ills, the study's author told Reuters Health, 
women who need to take these medications shouldn't see the new findings as a reason to quit. 
  
====================== 
  
12/18/09 
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HEALTHCARE OVERHAUL 
VO: 23 
It's one of the oldest spectator sports in American politics: Democrat vs. Democrat. Welcome to the health care 
overhaul edition. With just days remaining to prove that they can meet a self-imposed Christmas deadline and pass 
President Barack Obama's signature initiative through the Senate, Democrats seeking a rendezvous with history 
instead detoured to an intraparty brawl. 
  
ASYLUM-DOMESTIC ABUSE 
VO: 23 
The Obama administration says it's crafting regulations to allow victims of domestic violence to seek asylum in the 
United States. It would apply to those who feel they have no choice but to flee their homelands to protect themselves. 
If adopted, the regulations would mark the first time the federal government formally recognized domestic abuse 
victims as qualifying for political asylum. 
  
CARTEL 'SPIES' INFILTRATE U.S. CUSTOMS  
VO: 22 
At first, Luis F. Alarid seemed well on his way to becoming a customs agency success story. He had risen from a 
childhood of poverty and foster homes, some of them abusive, earned praise and commendations while serving in the 
Army and the Marines, including two tours in Iraq, and returned to Southern California to fulfill a goal of serving in law 
enforcement. But, early last year, after just a few months as a customs inspector, he was waving in trucks from 
Mexico carrying loads of marijuana and illegal immigrants. He pocketed some $200,000 in cash that paid for, as far as 
the government could tell, a $15,000 motorcycle, flat-screen televisions, a laptop computer and more.  
  
CRIB DEATHS 
VO: 25 
Four years after the recall of Simplicity-manufactured cribs started, officials say the number of reported baby deaths 
linked to the products has risen to 11 -- a sharp increase from the four deaths reported in earlier recall 
announcements. The Consumer Product Safety Commission says the most recent death was in September when a 
baby in Kentucky was trapped in the crib after a part of it broke. The agency also says it's aware of 25 other incidents 
involving drop-side parts detaching from the cribs. 
  
HEART DISEASE TO COST U.S $503 BILLION IN 2010: GROUP 
VO: 21 
Cardiovascular disease and stroke will cost the United States an estimated $503.2 billion in 2010, an increase of 
nearly 6 percent, and many cases could have been prevented, the American Heart Association said on Thursday. The 
figure includes both health care costs and lost 
productivity due to death and disease, according to an update published online in the journal Circulation. 
  
HIGH-DOSE VITAMIN C MAY BOOST WOMEN'S CATARACT RISK 
VO: 17 
Women who take high-dose vitamin C supplements may be increasing the ir risk of age-related cataracts, hint findings 
of a Swedish study. Among nearly 24,600 adult women followed for more than 8 years, those who reported regular or 
occasional vitamin C supplementation of 
about 1000 milligrams per serving were about 25 percent more likely than those who did not take supplements to 
have age-related cataracts removed. 
  
============================= 
  
12/21/09 
  
HEALTH CARE LATEST 
FERNANDO PIZARRO / WASHINGTON, DC 
INTERVIEW 5:00 MINS. 
Landmark health care legislation backed by President Barack Obama has passed its sternest Senate test, 
overcoming Republican delaying tactics on a 60-40 vote that all but assures its passage by Christmas. The bill would 
extend coverage to more than 30 million Americans who now lack it, while banning insurance company practices such 
as denial of benefits on the basis of pre-existing medical conditions.  Under Senate rules, Democrats need 60 votes 
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on three separate occasions to pass the measure. Monday morning's vote was the first.  The House has already 
passed legislation, and attempts to work out a compromise are expected to begin in the days after Christmas. 
  
SAFE TOYS FOR CHILDREN 
CAROLINA ESCOBAR / ATLANTA, GEORGIA 
PKG 1:01 
When buying toys for children in this holiday season do not think only in the fun they are going to have, but also in the 
security. Read the information of boxes with respect to the recommended minimal age for the toy and consider the 
abilities of the children. Avoid toys with small pieces that can choke the small ones and cords that could be a risk for 
the children. Its always recommendable that the parents supervise children when they are playing. If you have any 
doubts with security of any toy, consult your paediatrician.  
  
US SWINE FLU  
BLANCA ROSA VILCHEZ / NEW YORK 
PKG 1:32 
U.S. health officials said this week that 100 million doses of H1N1 vaccine were now available or had been delivered 
and urged everyone to get vaccinated. H1N1 could still peak again and could also mutate into a more dangerous 
form. The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention estimates that 47 million Americans have been infected 
with H1N1, nearly 10,000 have been killed by it and more than 200,000 hospitalized. While the severity appears 
somewhat milder than seasonal flu, which kills an estimated 36,000 people a year, most patients who die or have 
severe disease from swine flu are children or non-elderly adults. 
  
CELL PHONE BAN / MAINE  
VO :25 
Although there is no conclusive proof that mobile phones cause cancer, a Maine legislator wants to require all mobile 
phones sold in the state to carry warnings that say mobile phones may do so. The only problem is that several well-
known organizations disagree with those watchdogs. Both the World Health Organization and the National Cancer 
Institute say that there's no conclusive evidence that mobile phones can cause cancer. 
  
GREEN TEA 
VO :23 
ELDERLY people who drink several cups of green tea a day were less likely to suffer from depression, probably due 
to a "feel good" chemical found in this type of tea, Japanese researchers said. Several studies have linked drinking 
green tea to lessening psychological problems and Dr Kaijun Niu, of Tohoku University Graduate School, and 
colleagues found men and women aged 70 and older who drank four or more cups of green tea daily were 44 per 
cent less likely to have symptoms of depression. 
  
============================= 
  
12/22/09 
  
  
BOTOX & HEALTH BILL 
VO :22 
In the rush to fund a U.S. healthcare overhaul, Botox injections to smooth wrinkles will not be taxed, but visiting a 
tanning salon will be. Plastic surgeons and Botox maker Allergan Inc ¼AGN.N¾ successfully fought a proposed 5 
percent tax on breast implants, face-lifts and other elective cosmetic procedures in Senate Democrats' healthcare 
legislation. 
  
DIET & ALZHEIMER'S 
VO :19 
Leptina,  is an hormone that suppressive the appetite produced by the greasy cells. The scientists are shortage that 
the people with majors leptina levels are less prone to develop diseases like alzheimer or dementia. The subjects with 
greater amount of leptina also presented / displayed a greater cerebral volume at the end of the investigation. 
  
BRAIN & OTHERS PAIN 
VO :22 
If you've ever thought that you literally feel other people's pain, you may be right. A brain-imaging study suggests that 
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some people have true physical reactions to others' injuries. Using an imaging technique called functional MRI, UK 
researchers found evidence that people who say they feel vicarious pain do, in fact, have heightened activity in pain-
sensing brain regions upon witnessing another person being hurt. 
  
PRENATAL ASPIRIN 
VO :21 
 Baby aspirin taken for high-risk pregnancy complications does not appear to harm brain development among very 
premature children assessed when 5 years old, according to a French study. It may actually have some benefit, the 
study hints. As this was an observational study, Dr. Stephane Marret from Rouen University Hospital, cautioned in an 
email to Reuters Health, "it is necessary to confirm our data in other studies." 
  
BREAST CANCER MRI  
VO :27 
As many as 42 percent of women who are at intermediate or high risk of getting breast cancer decide not to get 
recommended MRI screening, even if it is offered for free, U.S. researchers said on Tuesday. A quarter of the women 
in the study who were offered the free screening test decided not to get it because they feel claustrophobic in the 
tunnel-like scanners. But many also said they declined because of costs involved if the test reveals something that 
needs to be followed up. 
  
PREMATURE SEX CERVICAL CANCER 
VO :28 
A study shows women are at greater risk from the disease by becoming sexually active at a young age, prompting 
campaigners to call for the screening age limit to be lowered. The study published in the British Journal of Cancer into 
why poorer women have a higher risk of the disease found they tended to have sex four years earlier than more 
affluent women.  
  
BOOSTER SEATS 
VO :24 
The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety is out with their latest ratings at this time it is on child booster seats. The 
ratings had 9 models receiving best bets but it also had 11 of the 60 tested as being not recommended by the 
institute.  
  
WEATHER AIRPORT DELAYS 
VO :31 
Airports in the Northeast that were jammed up over the weekend are working their way back to normal. The planes 
are packed from now until Christmas, so passengers who could not fly out this weekend are having a hard time 
finding available seats.  
  
NEW YORK SNOW CLEANUP   
VO :25 
In new york there is a frustration by the slowness of the government workers to clean the great amounts of snow that 
were accumulated in the streets over the weekend. Many automobiles, sidewalks and ways were covered by a heavy 
white layer of snow, that is why it will take more time and more effort than usual for workers to disappear, and in spite 
of the complaints, the mayor Michael Bloomberg was declared satisfied with the works with cleaning. 
  
CREDIT CARD DEBTS 
LILIANA ESCALANTE / LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
PKG 1:52 
The economic crisis in the country has felt in different aspects from the familiar and personal economy… mainly in the 
handling of credit cards… Before the lack of work and liquidity it is difficult to control his use… one calculates that the 
card debt of credit in all the country ascends to almost billions of dollars. liliana escalante in los angeles 
presents/displays the situation to us of a family and that the experts say to avoid to fall in mas problems during these 
christmases.  
  
HEALTH REFORM VOTE TODAY   
FERNANDO PIZARRO / WASHINGTON, DC 
PKG 2:02 & VO :28 
 The Senate is at work unusually early and voting on health care as Democrats zero in on their goal of passing 
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President Barack Obama's signature issue by Christmas.  Three votes were scheduled early Tuesday morning, 
starting with a procedural motion. The Senate then planned to vote on a nearly 400 page amendment to the health 
care bill, reflecting the deals Democrats made to shore up support within their ranks for the legislation. 
  
HOLIDAY SHOPPING ECONOMY 
LUIS MEGID / SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 
PKG 1:42 
The last big shopping weekend before Christmas has come and gone, and with snow, sleet and wind on the East 
Coast consumers had another reason to stay away from the mall. Retail analysts predict those consumers who stayed 
home this weekend did a lot of shopping online, and will finish their buying over next few days. From Black Friday 
through December 12, sales were up 14.4% compared to last year.  
  
  
============================= 
  
12/23/09 
  
  
HEALTHCARE LATEST 
FERNANDO PIZARRO - WASHINGTON, DC 
PKG 1:41 
There won't actually be a revised health care law by Christmas but Senate action expected the day before will open 
the door to final negotiations with the House. President Barack Obama's health care overhaul cleared its second 60-
vote test yesterday with one to go today -- a vote to limit debate on the full bill. Democrats predict the final Senate 
vote Christmas Eve will result in approval of its plan to overhaul the nation's health care system. 
  
HOLIDAY COUPONS 
CRISTINA PUIG - MIAMI, FL 
PKG 1:58 
More than ever christmas shoppers are turning to coupons to help pay for gifts during this years holiday season. Our 
reporter shows us several tips on how to hold on to those extra dollars that may make a difference during the 
economic crisis 
  
GEITHNER JOB GROWTH    
VO: 24 
Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner says he believes it's reasonable to expect "positive job growth" by spring and 
that people should have confidence about an improving economic climate. In an interview broadcast on ABC's "Good 
Morning America," Geithner (GYT'-nur) also said he believes many banks around the country still have work ahead of 
them to regain the public's faith. He said, "They need to work very hard to shore it up" and said he wasn't certain that 
"all banks get it." Geithner's stewardship of the Treasury has come in for criticism on occasion. He said Wednesday, "I 
think most people would say the economy actually is strengthening now going into the end of the year," but that the 
key is to regain lost jobs. 
  
NASAL SWINE FLU VACCINE RECALL  
VO: 19 
Drugmaker MedImmune is recalling nearly 5 million doses of swine flu vaccine because the nasal spray appears to 
lose strength over time, federal health officials announced Tuesday. The vaccine recall is the second this month 
caused by declining potency and comes as public health officials urge millions of Americans to get vaccinated against 
swine flu. The action affects more than 4.6 million doses, but the vast 
majority have already been used, according to the Food and Drug Administration. Agency officials said the vaccine 
was strong enough 
when it was distributed in October and November. 
  
DIABETES CHOLESTEROL    
VO: 23 
Diabetes may lower the heart-protective benefits of high-density lipoprotein, or HDL, the so-called "good" cholesterol, 
but giving diabetics niacin, a drug that raises HDL levels, might restore the benefit, researchers said Tuesday. HDL 
lowers heart risks because it clears low-density 
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lipoprotein, or LDL cholesterol, away from arteries and back to the liver, where it is passed out of the body. Several 
recent studies also suggest HDL protects arteries by promoting cell healing and repair. 
  
============================= 
  
12/24/09 
  
HEALTH CARE VOTE LATEST 
FERNANDO PIZARRO - WASHINGTON, DC 
LIVE INTRO/ TAG 3:00 
U.S. Senate Democrats cleared the second of three 60-vote hurdles on President Barack Obama's healthcare 
overhaul Tuesday, moving the landmark legislation one step closer to passage by Christmas. For the second 
consecutive day, Democrats mustered 60 party-line votes to cut off debate on the healthcare reform bill and move 
toward final passage over unanimous Republican opposition.  
  
GUANTANAMO OBAMA 
VO: 21 
President Obama has directed the federal government to buy a maximum-security Illinois prison to hold Guantánamo 
Bay detainees setting off what promises to be a spirited Capitol Hill battle with Republicans. House Minority Leader 
John Boehner vowed to "not spend one dime to move those prisoners" to the United States. The announcement also 
prompted questions about the extent to which the federal government has the authority to imprison indefinitely those it 
does not have the evidence to prosecute but deems too dangerous to release. 
  
CALIFORNIA IN CRISIS 
VO: 23 
This Christmas Eve in California, Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger is attempting to figure out how to solve the state's 
expected shortfall next fiscal year while one assemblymember is asking his colleagues to quit the "gimmicks." Here's 
a holiday gift from your SDNN politics editor this season: a summary of what's happening at the Capitol. 
  
============================ 
  
12/25/09 
  
HEALTH REFORM PASSES SENATE 
FERNANDO PIZARRON, WASHINTON, DC 
PKG 2:27 
There's some more compromising to do, before  President Barack Obama will have a health care reform package to 
sign.  The one that was approved by the Senate today differs from the House version -- although the White House 
says they're "95 percent" similar. Democrats in the House and Senate vow to finish their work early in the new year. 
The Senate passed its version today on a 60-39 vote, following 24 days of floor debate. President Barack Obama is 
looking forward to signing what he calls "the most important piece of social legislation since Social Security." Obama 
has been offering congratulations by phone to senators who worked to pass health care reform -- and to Vicki 
Kennedy, whose late husband Ted had made health care his life's work in the Senate. 
  
================================ 
  
12/28/09 
  
BEEF RECALL 
VO :19 
An Oklahoma company said it was voluntarily recalling 248,000 lbs (112,000 kg) of beef products in six states 
following an outbreak of illnesses involving E. coli bacteria. In a recorded telephone message, National Steak and 
Poultry of Owasso, Oklahoma, said it was recalling various products in Colorado, Iowa, Kansas, South Dakota, 
Michigan, and Washington state. 
  
OVERWEIGHT "EMBARRASSEMENT"  
VO :30 
The specialist that deals with people with overweight finds that often the obese ones know the benefits of physical 
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exercise, and also knows that they could lose weight by this route, nevertheless they are obstinate. An investigation of 
the university de washington showed that it they are embarrassed  to practice some sport in public, to do them 
surrounded by people of the other sex, or to use some complicated machines in the gym. According to the study, for 
them, the negative emotions associated to the sport weigh mas that its knowledge of the benefits to go to a 
gymnasium. 
  
PERUVIAN TUBERCULOSIS  
VO :25 
A peruvian of 19 years that arrived to the united states to study english experienced certain symptoms that the 
doctors have catalogued as a form of particularly contagious, aggressive and resistant tuberculosis to medicines. 
Something that for years experts were scare would arrived to the united states.  
  
HARD TIMES SPIRITUALITY 
LOURDES DEL RIO / MIAMI, FLORIDA    
PKG 1:49 
Lourdes del Rio explains how spirituality can help to unemployed to overcome hard times in their lives. 
  
================================ 
  
12/29/09 
  
US BORDER GPS  
VO :23 
A group of California artists wants Mexicans and Central Americans to have more than just a few cans of tuna and a 
jug of water for their illegal trek through the harsh desert into the U.S.  Faculty at University of California, San Diego 
are developing a GPS-enabled cell phone that tells dehydrated migrants where to find water and pipes in poetry from 
phone speakers, regaling them on their journey much like Emma Lazarus' words did a century ago to the "huddled 
masses yearning to breathe free" on Ellis Island. 
  
MA LOGAN AIRPORT NEW TECHNOLOGY 
VO :27 
The Transportation Security Administration says it's planning to install 150 new full-body scanning devices in airports 
across the country. The controversial scanners could potentially prevent a terrorist attack like the one attempted on a 
flight to Detroit on Christmas Day. Boston's Logan International is among the airports slated to get one.  
  
JOBS ECONOMY 
VO :22 
U.S. employers expect to hire more new workers in 2010 than they did in 2009, a sign the U.S. recession may be 
easing its grip, research showed Tuesday. One-fifth of employers plan to add full-time, permanent employees next 
year, up from 14 percent in 2009, according to CareerBuilder.com, an online jobs site that surveyed more than 2,700 
hiring managers and human resource professionals. Just 9 percent said they plan to cut head count in 2010, down 
from 16 percent in 2009, according to the nationwide survey. 
  
TYLENOL RECALL  
VO :24 
A warning for those who use Tylenol arthritis pain caplets.  The product is being recalled.  It comes in 100-count 
bottles with those red E-Z open caps. Customers reported an unusual moldy odor that caused nausea and upset 
stomachs. It's believed to be from a chemical used in packaging.  If you have the product, you should stop using it... 
and comtact the company  for a refund or replacement.  
  
MAY TAKE A YEAR TO CONQUER H1N1 
VO :18 
The H1N1 flu pandemic may not be conquered until 2011, the head of the World Health Organization (WHO) said on 
Tuesday. "I think we must remain prudent and observe the evolution of the pandemic in the course of the next six to 
12 months before crying victory," WHO Director-General Margaret Chan was quoted as saying in an interview with the 
Geneva daily Le Temps. 
  
DETROIT PLANE INVESTIGATION 
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LOURDES MELUZA, WASHINTON, DC 
PKG 2:20 
Al Qaeda claimed responsibility for a failed Christmas Day attack on a U.S.-bound passenger plane. The group Al 
Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula said the  attempt was to avenge U.S. attacks on its members in Yemen. The group 
said it had provided the Nigerian suspect in the failed airliner bombing with a "technically advanced device" but that it 
did not detonate because of a technical fault. Speaking during a vacation in Hawaii, President Barack Obama vowed 
to bring "every element" of U.S. power against those who threaten Americans' safety". 
  
PLANE SECURITY 
VILMA TARAZONA, MIAMI, FL 
PKG 2:18 
Passengers are facing longer lines at checkpoints and less freedom to move around airplanes during flights. Leisure 
travelers, such as the families that packed airports to return home after the holiday, are likely to put up with the new 
inconveniences. Alarmed by the prospect of losing their best customers, airlines are already asking federal officials to 
make any new procedures palatable to passengers. 
  
================================ 
  
12/30/09 
  
DETROIT PLANE INVESTIGATION 
LOURDES MELUZA, WASHINTON, DC 
PKG 2:19 
Al Qaeda claimed responsibility for a failed Christmas Day attack on a U.S.-bound passenger plane. The group Al 
Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula said the  attempt was to avenge U.S. attacks on its members in Yemen. The group 
said it had provided the Nigerian suspect in the failed airliner bombing with a "technically advanced device" but that it 
did not detonate because of a technical fault. Speaking during a vacation in Hawaii, President Barack Obama vowed 
to bring "every element" of U.S. power against those who threaten Americans' safety".  
  
US SCREENING  
VO :31 
High-tech security scanners that might have prevented the Christmas Day attempt to blow up a jetliner have been 
installed in only a small number of airports around the world, in large part because of privacy concerns over the 
machines' capability to see through clothing. The body-scanning technology is in at least 19 US airports, while 
European officials have generally limited it to test runs. Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab, the Nigerian accused of trying to 
ignite explosives aboard a Northwest Airlines jet as it was coming in for a landing in Detroit, did not go through such a 
scan where his flight began, at Amsterdam's Schiphol airport.  The director for defence systems at Rapiscan in 
Arlington, Virginia, said "there is a very strong likelihood that the screener would have identified a threat," if it had 
been installed at the airport. 
  
EMPLOYERS HIRING IN 2010 
BLANCA ROSA VILCHEZ. NEW YORK  
PKG 2:00 
EMPLOYMENT RISE  
VO :19 
As well as their money, many have lost jobs. Unemployment stood at 10 percent in November after hitting a recession 
high of 10.2 percent in October. More than 7 million Americans have become unemployed since the recession began 
in December 2007. For areas like Wilmington, Ohio, the job losses involved a single major employer.   This town of 
14,000 was home for two decades to express delivery company Airborne Express. In 2003, Airborne was bought by 
DHL, a unit of German post office operator Deutsche Post, which was looking to take on America's homegrown 
package giants FedEx and UPS on their home turf. 
  
NY CRIME REDUCTION   
VO :28 
This year has been the safest in New York City in more than four decades, with the murder rate down to levels not 
seen since the early 1960s, police said Monday. As of Sunday, 461 murders had been committed, down from 516 in 
2008 and the lowest number since comparable record-keeping began in 1963, the New York Police Department said. 
The FBI also said New York was the safest U.S. big city in 2009. Crime in New York has been falling for several 
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years. 
  
TYLENOL RECALL 
LOURDES DEL RIO. MIAMI, FLORIDA 
PKG 1:35 
Johnson & Johnson is expanding a voluntary recall of Tylenol Arthritis Caplets due to consumer reports of a moldy 
smell that can cause nausea and sickness. According to a statement posted to the Food and Drug Administration 
Web site late Monday, the New Brunswick, N.J., company is now recalling all product lots of the Arthritis Pain Caplet 
100 count bottles with the red EZ-Open Cap. Johnson & Johnson had recalled five lots of the product last onth after 
consumers complained of a musty, mildew-like odor that triggered nausea, stomach pain, vomiting and diarrhea.  
  
INFLUENA H1N1 
VO :28 
It is too early to declare that the swine flu pandemic has peaked worldwide and many more people could become sick 
with the virus this winter, the head of the World Health Organization said in an interview published Tuesday. The 
swine flu outbreak has peaked in the United States, Canada and some other countries in the northern hemisphere, 
Dr. Margaret Chan, she told the Geneva daily Le Temps. Africa and some poor countries in Asia have not seen a 
surge in the number of swine flu cases, which could be due to weak reporting or because the full outbreak there may 
be yet to come, she told the newspaper. 
  
HEART DEVICES 
VO :23 
Two new studies find shortfalls in the Food and Drug Administration's approval process for heart devices such as 
pacemakers and stents. Safety targets often weren't clearly spelled out in the research submitted by device makers 
and important patient information was missing, according to one study conducted by researchers from the FDA and 
Boston's Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center. A separate analysis by researchers at the University of California, 
San Francisco, found heart devices frequently got the FDA's blessing based on research done outside the United 
States in small groups of patients. Many device studies lacked standards most scientists expect: randomization and a 
clear goal.  
  
================================ 
  
12/31/09 
  
AIRLINE ATTACK BODY SCANS  
VO :22 
The underwear bomber's brazen waltz past airport metal detectors triggered a push in the U.S.and Europe Monday to 
step up the use of full-body scanners. President Obama said one of the systemwide reviews he has ordered "will 
examine all screening policies, technologies and procedures related to air travel."But the Transportation Security 
Administration was already moving ahead on the new scanners that will put the naked X-ray images of passengers on 
view, even as privacy advocates complain it is a "virtual strip search." 
  
POLL: DOWNBEAT AMERICA 
VO :24 
The Associated Press-GfK Poll on looking ahead to 2010 was conducted by GfK Roper Public Affairs & Media from 
Dec. 10-14, 2009. It is based on landline and cell phone telephone interviews with a nationally representative random 
sample of 1,001 adults. interviews were conducted with 801 respondents on landline telephones and 200 on cellular 
phones. Digits in the phone numbers dialed were generated randomly to reach households with unlisted and listed 
landline and cell phone numbers. 
  
NEW ID REGULATIONS  
LOURDES DEL RIO. MIAMI, FLORIDA 
PKG 2:27 
Starting Jan. 1, Florida drivers will have to meet beefed-up identity-verification requirements in order to renew their 
driver's license or obtain a new one. If you are renewing, you are allowed a ``convenience'' renewal by mail or via the 
Internet between office visits. The old driver's license will no longer be accepted as a primary proof of identity. You'll 
need one of the following: a government-issued birth certificate, a valid U.S. passport, federally issued citizenship or 
naturalization documents, or consular reports of a birth overseas.   
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IMMIGRATION BATLLE 
JAIME GARCIA. LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
PKG 2:13 
With the healthcare battle still unfinished, the Obama administration has been laying plans to take up an issue that 
could prove even more divisive -- a major overhaul of the nation's immigration system. Senior White House aides 
privately have assured Latino activists that the president will back legislation next year to provide a path to citizenship 
for the estimated 12 million illegal immigrants living in the United States. In a recent conference call with proponents, 
White House Deputy Chief of Staff Jim Messina, political director Patrick Gaspard and others delivered the message 
that the White House was committed to seeing a substantial immigration bill pass and wanted to make sure allies 
were prepared for the fight. 
  
==================END OF THE REPORT=============== 
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From: Rossyris Silva-Nazario 
Sent: Friday, January 01, 2010 9:41 PM 
To: Martha Lanuez 
Cc: Daniella Aray 
Subject: FCC REPORTS- DESPIERTA AMERICA NEWS- DECEMBER 2009- PART 1 
FCC REPORTS DESPIERTA AMERICA DECEMBER 1-15 PART I 
  
12/01/09 
  
UNEMPLOYED WITHOUT HEALTH CARE 
VO: 21 
Millions of long-term unemployed Americans and their families are at risk of losing their health insurance, as their 
eligibility for a 9-month health-premium subsidy expires.  
  
FORCLOSURE CRISIS 
FERNANDO PIZARRO- WASHINGTON, DC 
PKG 2:01 
U.S. Treasury Department officials are rolling out today changes to a key, $75 billion that tired to head off foreclosures 
by paying mortgage companies to modify loans. But bad news is that instead of the sweeping overhaul that's needed, 
the Obama Administration appears instead to be focusing on what amounts to some minor modifications. 
  
============================= 
  
12/02/09 
  
ICE RAIDS IN LOS ANGELES 
OSWALDO BORRAEZ- LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
PKG 1:36 
Raids are taking place in Los Angeles. This time was in a busy streets where most of businesses belongs to 
hispanics. Many of the community buys in that zone and many are concerned about it.  
  
BREAST CANCER SCREENING HEARING 
VO: 21 
There could be just as many fireworks at the House Energy and Commerce's health subcommittee as Chairman 
Frank Pallone (D., N.J.) questions top members of the task force that recommended scaling back screenings for 
breast cancer. While the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force has said it didn't consider cost in its review, that 
question is certain to come up today.  
  
CANCER BREAST IMAGING 
VO: 26 
Breast ultrasounds found 100 percent of suspicious cancers in women under 40 who found lumps or other suspicious 
areas of the breast, offering a cheaper, less-invasive alternative to surgery or biopsies, U.S. researchers said 
Wednesday. 
  
PATIENTS AT INTENSIVE CARE UNITS 
VO: 20 
Half of all patients in intensive care units around the world have infections, and more than 70 percent are being given 
antibiotics -- a trend that could help more drug-resistant superbugs emerge, researchers reported on Tuesday. 
Patients who had infections were more likely to die, especially of bloodborne infections known as sepsis, the survey of 
more than 13,000 patients found. 
  
CONSTIPATION 
VO: 20  
People with a history of constipation may be at increased risk of developing Parkinson's disease down the road, 
research hints. In a study, Dr. Walter A. Rocca at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota, and colleagues found a 
history of constipation about two times more frequent in a group of men and women with Parkinson's disease than in 
an age-matched group of men and women who did not have the disease. 
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EXCERCISE PREVENTS AGING 
VO: 20 
scientists are finding that physical activity has an anti-aging effect on our body's cells that could keep our circulation 
system healthier, and us living longer. In a study in this week's issue of "circulation: journal of the american heart 
association" researchers did blood tests on two groups of professional athletes  and two groups who were healthy 
non-smokers, but not regular exercisers.   
  
========================= 
  
12/03/09 
  
OBAMA-ECONOMY 
VO: 21 
Under pressure from Republicans and an impatient public to fix the sputtering economic recovery, President Barack 
Obama is refocusing on this politically potent issue by talking job creation with business and labor leaders at the 
White House. 
  
HEALTH CARE OVERHAUL 
VO:23 
Votes are scheduled for tomorrow in the Senate on elements of the health care overhaul. Lawmakers will decide 
whether to back $460 billion in Medicare cuts to help pay for the landmark revamp of the health care system. The 
AARP supports the measure, saying the cuts Democrats are recommending would merely eliminate waste and 
inefficiency. 
  
DEBATE OVER MAMMOGRAMS 
VO:16 
Republicans argued on Wednesday that recommendations advising against routine mammograms for women in their 
40s could be used to ration healthcare under reform legislation before Congress, a charge Democrats denied. The 
guidelines, issued on November 16 by the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force, a federal scientific advisory panel, 
said women in their 40s with an average risk for breast cancer did not need annual mammograms to screen for the 
disease. 
  
FATTY ACIDS IN DIET AFFECT ULCERATIVE COLITIS RISK 
VO: 17 
People who eat lots of red meat, cook with certain types of oil, and use some kinds of polyunsaturated fatty acid 
(PUFA)-heavy margarines may be increasing their risk of a painful inflammatory bowel disease, a study in more than 
200,000 Europeans shows. These foods are high in linoleic acid and the study have found that people who were the 
heaviest consumers of this omega-6 PUFA were more than twice as likely to develop ulcerative colitis as those who 
consumed the least. 
  
WATCHING TUMORS ON CTS CAN PREDICT LUNG CANCER 
VO:18  
Small or slow-growing nodules discovered on a lung scan are unlikely to develop into tumors over the next two years, 
researchers reported on Wednesday. The findings, reported in the New England Journal of Medicine, could help 
doctors decide when to do more aggressive testing for lung cancer.  
  
NUMBER OF KIDS IN DAYCARE MAY AFFECT ASTHMA RISK 
VO: 17  
The more other children toddlers are exposed to at day care, up to a certain point, the lower their risk of developing 
asthma, new research shows. 
  
========================= 
  
12/04/09 
  
STUDY FINDS NO BRAIN TUMOR LINK WITH MOBILE PHONES 
VO:20 
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A very large, 30-year study of just about everyone in Scandinavia shows no link between cellphone use and brain 
tumors, researchers reported on Thursday. Even though mobile telephone use soared in the 1990s and afterward, 
brain tumors did not become any more common during this time, the researchers reported in the Journal of the 
National Cancer Institute. 
  
MORE VOTES PLANNED TODAY, AS DEMS HOPE FOR COMPROMISE 
VO:23 
This isn't the end of the work week for senators considering a proposed $1 trillion, 10-year health care overhaul. 
Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid wants to get the measure passed in the next few weeks. So he's keeping the 
chamber in session this weekend.  Democrats have won the first votes this week. Those include defeating a 
Republican effort to restore $460 billion in Medicare cuts. Democrats say the cuts are needed to help pay for the 
overhaul. 
  
OBAMA-ECONOMY 
VO:20 
President Barack Obama's options for spurring job growth may be limited by out-of-control budget deficits, but he is 
warming to moves by his congressional allies for a jobs-boosting bill. 
  
KIDS AND HEART PROBLEMS 
VO:20 
new evidence that more children than thought could be going around with serious undetected heart problems. Right 
now, doctors in Houston are running screening tests on sixth graders-- and the results are alarming researchers. As 
ABC's Ryan Owens reports, the tests are revealing cases of extensive heart damage and disease.  
  
SWINE FLU 
VO: 26 
Some people get the H-1-N-1 virus and recover with little or no problem. Others become extremely ill and need 
hospitalization -- especially young children. A pediatrician in Cleveland offers warning signs parents can look for when 
their children are sick with swine flu.  
  
  
========================= 
  
12/07/09  
  
BEEF RECALL 
VO :23 
A company based in California is recalling some of its beef products because of concerns about possible salmonella 
contamination. The U.S. Department of Agriculture's Food Safety and Inspection Service says Fresno-based Beef 
Packers Inc. is pulling about 22,723 pounds of ground beef that may be linked to salmonellosis. The products were 
produced Sept. 23 and bear the establishment number "EST. 31913" printed on case code labels. Because the beef 
was sent to a distribution center in Arizona, officials say consumers should check with local retailers to determine 
whether they may have purchased any of the recalled beef.  Food safety officials say the ground beef has been linked 
to two illnesses. Beef Packers spokesman Mark Klein says the company initiated the recall voluntarily and is "taking 
the matter seriously." 
  
SWINE FLU ADS 
VO :24 
Pushing Americans to receive swine flu vaccinations, the Obama administration on Monday released a new slate of 
television and radio ads to counter an illness that already has infected millions. The public service announcements 
target children and their parents, young adults and those in high-risk groups, such as people with asthma. The ads in 
English and Spanish come as a shortage of the vaccine is easing, with another 10 million doses expected to become 
available this week. The messages also are a shift from earlier efforts to teach Americans how to avoid spreading the 
illness, known also as H1N1. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention estimates that 22 million people have 
been infected with swine flu and 3,900 have died. Government tallies also include 98,000 swine flu-related 
hospitalizations. 
  
MEDICARE FRAUD RUNS RAMPANT IN MIAMI-DADE 
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A new report says Miami-Dade County received about half a billion dollars in Medicare payments intended for the 
nation's sickest patients to get in-home care in 2008. That's more than the rest of the country combined. Miami 
accounted for a little more than half the country's claims even though only 2 percent of patients receiving home health 
live here. That's according to a report released Monday by the Department of Health and Human Services Office of 
Inspector General. 
  
THE FDA LOOKS TO CONTROL THE ABUSE OF ANALGESIC  
VO :25 
The managers of several chemist laboratories decided measures to prevent the abuse of analgesics that are sold by 
medical prescription, pressed by the federal regulators, that try to avoid hundreds of fatal overdoses that they happen 
every year. After several months of discussions, the laboratories decided to propose specific instructions to the 
doctors, in response to communications that the administration of foods and medicines sent, demanding to them 
plans of control of risks for their drugs.  
  
MOTHERS WHO GIVE THE CHEST IMPROVE THEIR CARDIAC HEALTH 
VO :21 
Breast milk not only constitutes an enormous benefit babies, is had also help mothers. An investigation published in 
the specialized magazine, reveals that women whom they had fed his children per periods of more than twelve 
months will decrease in a 10 percent the probability of developing cardiovascular diseases. 
  
ZHU ZHU  PET SAFETY CONTROVERSY  
VO :27 
The makers of "Mister Squiggles," one of the hottest-selling toys this holiday season, is defending its product after a 
consumer Web site questioned its safety. California-based Goodguide claimed the light-brown version of the Zhu Zhu 
hamsters had unsafe levels of antimony, which is used in textiles, plastics and paints. But the toy's manufacturer, 
Cepia LLC, says all of its products are subjected to several levels of rigorous safety testing by internal teams, the 
world's leading independent quality assurance testing organization and by independent labs engaged by their retail 
partners. Cepia CEO Russ Hornsby says the results of every test prove that their products are in compliance with all 
government and industry safety standards. 
  
INTERNET AND YOUNG PEOPLE 
VO :20 
the addict young people to internet have major tendency to become damage to themselves. and they do since it? 
according to a study chino-australiano, they strike themselves, tweak themselves, the hair are thrown and until they 
burn themselves to themselves. the addiction to internet has been classified like a problem of mental health from mid 
years 90 with symptoms similar to other addictions. 
  
MARCH / IMMIGRANTION REFORM & HUMAN RIGHTS 
FLAVIO LACAYO / SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 
PKG 1:45 
 A march in San Jose for  human rights including, comprehensive Immigration Reform Immediate stop of deportations, 
which cause family separation. Respect towards civil, labor and human rights. 
  
INTENSIVE HOLIDAY DRUNK & IMPAIRED DRIVING CRACKDOWN   
JOSE ALBERTO UCLES / WASHINGTON, DC 
INTERVIEW 5:00 APPROX. 
The "Over the Limit. Under Arrest" national drunk and impaired driving crackdown involving thousands of law 
enforcement agencies during this holiday season was kicked off today by Transportation Secretary Ray LaHood, who 
also announced new data showing states with the best and worst improvement over the last year in addressing drunk-
driving behavior.  
  
------------------------------------------------------ 
  
12/8/09 
  
BAILOUT COSTS 
BLANCA ROSA VILCHEZ / NEW  YORK  
PKG 1:57 
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The Obama administration will lose $200 billion less than expected from the federal bailout program and is looking at 
using part of the savings to fund new job creation efforts. A Treasury official said that the administration now believes 
the cost of the financial rescue program will be at least $200 billion below the $341 billion estimate it made in August. 
  
OBAMA AND ECONOMY 
JOSE GABILONDO / MIAMI, FLORIDA 
INTERVIEW 5:00 APPROX. 
President Barack Obama says staggering job losses mean the country must continue to "spend our way out of this 
recession" with a round of new incentives for hiring. In a speech at the Brookings Institution, Obama proposed a 
package intended to stimulate job creation and bring down the country's 10 percent unemployment rate. The 
measures include more money for infrastructure projects, tax cuts and credit access for small businesses. It also 
includes rebates to consumers who make their homes more energy efficient. 
  
------------------------------------------------------- 
  
12/9/09 
  
HEALTH  CARE - TENTATIVE DEAL 
VO: 21 
After agreeing tentatively to jettison a key liberal priority -- a full-blown government-run insurance option --Democrats 
say they are getting close to pushing President Barack Obama's health care bill through the Senate.  "We've 
overcome a real problem that we had," Majority Leader 
Harry Reid, D-Nev., said in announcing what he called a "broad agreement" Tuesday night. 
  
HEALTH CARE-ABORTION 
VO: 17 
Democratic senators say they have a tentative deal to drop a government-run insurance option from health care 
legislation. No further details were immediately available. But liberals and moderates have been discussing an 
alternative,including a private insurance arrangement to be supervised by the federal agency that oversees the 
system through which lawmakers purchase coverage. Additionally, talks centered on opening up Medicare to 
uninsured Americans beginning at age 55, a significant expansion of the large government health care program that  
currently serves the over-65 population. 
  
MEDICAL MARIJUANA-LOS ANGELES 
VO: 17 
 The Los Angeles city council could vote on a much-anticipated medical marijuana ordinance Wednesday, ending a 
bottleneck that resulted in hundreds of pot dispensaries cropping up across the city. The draft ordinance would 
provide guidelines for the nation's second largest city that would greatly reduce the number of marijuana storefronts 
and would push them out of neighborhoods and into industrial areas. 
  
CENSUS STATE ESTIMATES 
VO: 21 
A steady flow of new immigrants is giving a population boost to cities that had been seeing serious declines, including 
Chicago, Miami, New York and Los Angeles. That's according to an analysis by the Brookings Institution.The study 
suggests that foreign migrants are cushioning the blow of population losses that came as native-born Americans 
moved to the U.S. interior in search of jobs, wider spaces and affordable 
housing before the recession. 
  
CALIFORNIA'S JOBLESS RATE IS PEAKING, EXPERTS SAY 
VO: 23 
California's jobless rate is close to peaking, but the recovery will be sluggish, with employers not expected to resume 
hiring until at least next spring, according to new forecasts by UCLA and other analysts. The state's unemployment 
rate, which hit 12.5% in October, will probably peak at 12.7% this month. Still, it won't fall below 10% until 2012, 
according to a UCLA Anderson forecast released today. That means California's economy almost certainly will 
continue to struggle for the foreseeable future. And key industries such as housing and manufacturing probably won't 
return to pre-recession levels of employment for years, according to UCLA and forecasts this month from Chapman 
University in Orange, Beacon Economics and Comerica Bank. 
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WHO SMOKING REPORT 
VO: 26 
 Tobacco use kills at least 5 million people every year, a figure that could rise if countries don't take stronger 
measures to combat smoking, the World Health Organization said Wednesday. In a new report on tobacco use and 
control, the U.N. agency said nearly 95 percent of the global population is unprotected by laws banning smoking. 
WHO said secondhand smoking kills about 600,000 people every year. The report describes countries' various 
strategies to curb smoking, including protecting people from smoke, enforcing bans on tobacco advertising, and 
raising taxes on tobacco products. Those were included in a package of six strategies WHO unveiled last year, but 
less than 10 percent of the world's population is covered by any single measure. 
  
========================== 
  
12/10/09 
  
FORECLOSURE RATES 
VO: 18 
U.S. foreclosure activity fell in November for the fourth month running, but improvement from July's record high came 
from loan modification programs that may fail to permanently remedy many failing mortgages, real estate data 
company RealyTrac said on Thursday. Foreclosure filings -- including notices of default, auction and bank 
reposession -- dropped 8 percent last month and were down 15 percent from the July peak. till, filings were reported 
on more than 300,000 homes for the ninth straight month, having never been that high in any month before this year, 
and were 18 percent higher than a year ago. 
  
SF LAW ON ILLEGAL IMMIGRANT YOUTH TO TAKE EFFECT 
VO: 22 
A controversial measure that dictates how San Francisco police deal with underage illegal immigrants goes into effect 
Thursday. The law, approved by the city's Board of Supervisors in October, prohibits law enforcement from turning 
over minors to federal authorities unless they are felons. Mayor Gavin Newsom vetoed the legislation last month, 
saying it violates federal law. But the supervisors overrode his veto. Proponents say the measure preserves the 
minors' right to due process. The law replaces a policy Newsom's administration abandoned in 2008, when the city 
was accused of protecting from deportation young offenders who went on to commit other crimes.  
  
========================== 
  
12/11/09 
  
YOUNG HISPANICS 
VO: 24 
A new study suggests young Hispanics born in the U.S. are less likely to drop out of school and live in poverty than 
their immigrant counterparts. 
But, the Pew Hispanic Center report says they have more exposure to gangs and violence.    The survey of more than 
2,000 Hispanics and analysis of census data found that the high school dropout rate among all Hispanic youths was 
17 percent, roughly three times higher than white youths and close to double the rate for blacks. But, when broken 
down by second-generation Hispanics, the dropout rate falls to 8.5 percent. 
  
AUTO DEALERS 
VO: 26 
 The House has approved a compromise plan to give General Motors and Chrysler dealers an appeals process to 
keep their showrooms open. 
   The provision is contained in a $1.1 trillion spending bill approved yesterday. It gives the 789 Chrysler dealers 
closed in June and more than 1,350 GM dealers expected to be shut down next year a chance to challenge the 
automakers' decisions.    GM and Chrysler have attempted to shed dealerships as part of  their government-led 
bankruptcies. But the moves have riled up members of Congress, who have received numerous complaints from 
dealers being shut down. 
  
ABOUT 1 IN 6 AMERICANS HAVE HAD SWINE FLU 
VO: 26 
Swine flu has sickened about 50 million Americans, and killed about 10,000, according to new estimates released by 
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federal health officials on Thursday.That means about 1 in 6 Americans have had the illness, said Dr. Thomas 
Frieden, director of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.The estimates are for the first seven months of 
the pandemic, from April through mid-November. The new numbers are a big jump from previous estimates, which 
said swine flu had sickened 22 million Americans and killed about 4,000 through mid-October. 
  
OSTEOPOROSIS MEDS MAY CUT BREAST CANCER RISK: STUDY 
VO: 18 
Women who took a commonly used class of osteoporosis drugs called bisphosphonates had significantly fewer 
invasive breast cancers than women not using the bone-strengthening pills, according to a new analysis of datafrom 
the Women's Health Initiative (WHI). The analysis from a 
segment of the more than 150,000 generally healthy  post-menopausal women in the WHI study found that those 
taking Merck & Co's¼MRK.N¾ Fosamax, or other bisphosphonates, had 32 percent fewer cases of invasive breast 
cancer than women who did not use the osteoporosis medicines, researchers found. 
  
ALCOHOL MAY RAISE CHANCES OF BREAST CANCER RETURN 
VO: 22 
Post-menopausal women who have three to four alcoholic beverages a week of any sort have a significantly higher 
risk that their breast cancer will come back, U.S. researchers said Thursday. They said women who have been 
diagnosed with breast cancer should consider limiting 
alcohol consumption to less than three drinks a week, especially if they are overweight or obese. 
  
COMMON HEART RHYTHM PROBLEM ON THE RISE IN THE U.S. 
VO: 14 
About 3 million Americans suffer from the most common type of abnormal heart rhythm, atrial fibrillation, and that 
number is likely to double by 
2035, new research shows. Atrial fibrillation occurs when the two upper chambers of the heart, the atria, stop 
contracting in a coordinated, steady fashion and instead begin to quiver. People may experience brief bouts of atrial 
fibrillation, or it can be a permanent condition. 
  
BIRTH WEIGHT, EARLY WEIGHT GAIN MAY HASTEN PUBERTY 
VO: 17 
A relatively low birth weight and early-age weight gain may increase the likelihood of early puberty, hint findings from 
a German study. Earlier onset of puberty has been linked to certain cancers, high blood sugar and obesity. The study, 
in the American Journal of Clinical Nutrition, suggests the onset of puberty may occur from 4 to 7 months earlier 
among boys and girls who weighed less than normal at birth and among those who rapidly gained weight from birth 
through the age of 2. 
  
=========================== 
  
12/14/09  
  
OBAMA BANKS MEETING 
VO :25 
President Barack Obama will speak with banks executive about the crisis and a greater commitment to surpass it. 
Especially the order of the president concentrates the acceleration of loans and in greater credit for the small 
businesses. 
  
WINTER STORM  
VO :18 
Another winter storm affects east region of the country. In salt lake city utah, the firemen had to take care of near 150 
emergency calls, snow accumulation in that area has arrived at the three feet. More than 5,000 users has been 
without service of electricity. 
  
IMMIGRATION REFORM 
RODOLFO SANCHEZ   
PKG 1:45 
Hispanic, black, Asian and other House lawmakers backing immigration overhaul called  for legalizing illegal 
immigrants in the U.S., despite a weakened economy and joblessness. The coalition of lawmakers said immigration 
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reform can protect American workers as well as bring into the mainstream economy productive immigrant workers 
who have lived in the shadows because of their illegal status. 
  
JOB MARKET WORSENS FOR RECENT COLLEGE GRADUATES  
VO :23 
In spite of the recent improvements in the job market, the young people just graduated from university and they are 
taking the worse part of the crisis. Although the percentage of unemployment at national level is of a 10 percent, for 
the young people between 20 and 24 years it was of a 10,6 percent in the third trimester of the year. 
  
=========================== 
  
12/15/09 
  
ACTIVIST CONCERNS WITH IMMIGRATION ENFORCEMENT  
JAIME GARCIA / LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
PKG 1:56 
The Service Employees International Union (SEIU) has sent a letter to Department of Homeland Security (DHS) 
Secretary Janet Napolitano expressing deep concerns about the Department's recently announced decision to send I-
9 audit notices to 1,000 additional employers-notices that are off target because they will result in the dismissal of 
thousands of workers but will let the worst employers off the hook.  
  
HEALTH CARE-MEDICARE 
VO :23 
Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid is still optimistic about winning passage of sweeping health care legislation, 
despite sharp policy differences within his own party caucus. After a closed-door meeting with colleagues, Reid 
proclaimed that "Democrats aren't going to let the American people down." He said he was confident the bill will be on 
the way to final passage by next week. Reid and other Democratic leaders have been shooting for a deal 
by Christmas on the health care system remake -- President Barack Obama's top domestic priority. 
  
OBAMA TO WORK TO SOLIDIFY SUPPORT FOR HEALTH BILL 
VO :21 
President Barack Obama is inviting Senate Democrats to the White House today to discuss ways to pass a health 
care overhaul by Christmas. As it stands, the bill lacks the government-run insurance program that liberals have long 
sought. It may also have to do without a proposed expansion of Medicare. That provision has drawn opposition from 
Sen. Joe Lieberman, among others. Disputes over abortion funding and importing prescription drugs are also among 
simmering issues. 
  
OBAMA TO VISIT VIRGINIA HOME DEPOT TO PUSH ENERGY-EFFICIENCY   
VO :20 
President Barack Obama makes a push today for Congress to pass energy efficiency incentives. The president plans 
to visit a Home Depot in northern  Virginia this morning to make the case that making homes more energy-efficient will 
create jobs and save people money on their energy bills. Last week, Obama proposed a new spending plan that 
would give tax breaks for energy-efficient retrofits in homes. The White House hopes the appeal of the program -- 
which some administration officials have dubbed Cash for Caulkers -- will be similar to the now-expired Cash for 
Clunkers program. 
  
OPERATION HOLIDAY HOAX 
FERNANDO PIZARRO / ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 
PKG 1:46 
ICE, Departments of  Justice and Commerce, FDA and US Post Office announce results of Operation Holiday Hoax, 
a  nationwide enforcement against counterfeiters and fake products, like movies, DVDS, and music. 
  
IMMIGRATION REFORM INTERVIEW 
LUIS GUTIERREZ / WASHINGTON, DC 
5:00 MINS. APPROX. & VO :29 
Congressman Luis V. Gutierrez (D-IL) will introduce new legislation, the Comprehensive Immigration Reform for 
America's Security and Prosperity Act of 2009 (CIR ASAP), to the U.S. House of Representatives. Gutierrez will be 
joined by members of many different faiths and backgrounds, including the Congressional Hispanic Caucus, Black 
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Caucus, Asian Pacific American Caucus and Progressive Caucus.  
  
PRIVACY OF TEXT MESSAGES  
LUIS MEGID / SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 
PKG 1:43 
The Supreme Court said today it would rule for the first time on whether employees have a right to privacy when they 
send text messages on electronic devices supplied by their employers. The justices agreed to hear an appeal from 
the police department in Ontario, Calif., that was successfully sued by Sgt. Jeff Quon and three other officers after 
their text messages -- some of which were sexually explicit -- were read by the police chief 
  
BLINDS RECALL 
VO :26 
The government and the window covering industry are recalling more than 50 million Roman-style shades and roll-up 
blinds because of the risk children may be strangled by the cords. The Consumer Product Safety Commission says 
five deaths and 16 near-strangulations from Roman shades have been reported since 2006, while three deaths 
connected to roll-up blinds have been reported since 2001. The commission and the industry urge parents to examine 
all shades and blinds in the home and make sure they have no accessible cords. Cordless window coverings are 
recommended for all homes 
where children live or visit. 
  
RADIATION FROM CT SCANS MAY RAISE CANCER RISKS 
VO :21 
Radiation from CT scans done in 2007 will cause 29,000 cancers and kill nearly 15,000 Americans, researchers said 
on Monday. The findings, published in the Archives of Internal Medicine, add to mounting evidence that Americans 
are overexposed to radiation from diagnostic tests,  
especially from a specialized kind of X-ray called a computed tomography, or CT, scan. 
  
PROSTATE CANCER DIAGNOSIS MAY BRING SUICIDE, HEART RISKS  
VO :33 
A collaboration including researchers from Harvard University and the Karolinska Institute in Sweden looked at data 
for more than 4 million men in Sweden above the age of 30 and found that the diagnosis of prostate cancer 
(something that occurred in over 160,000 of those men) increased the relative risks for fatal heart problems 11 times 
and suicide by eight times in the week after diagnosis.  
  
US TEEN DRUGS 
VO :24 
A decade-long decline in teens' use of pot has stalled and some teen attitudes on how harmful marijuana can be may 
be softening, according to a federal survey on teen drug use released Monday. The findings were based on a survey 
of roughly 47,000 eighth, 10th and 12th-graders conducted by the University of Michigan for the National Institute on 
Drug Abuse. The national debate over medical use of marijuana could be making the drugs seem safer to teenagers, 
researchers said.  
  
AMERICANS MAY LIVE LONGER AND COST MORE: STUDY 
VO :18 
Americans may live significantly longer in the future than current U.S. government projections, and that could mean 
sharply higher costs than anticipated for Medicare and other programs, researchers reported on Monday. The 
researchers say that by 2050 Americans may live as much as 
eight years longer than government forecasts and that spending by Medicare and Social Security could rise by $3.2 
trillion to $8.3 trillion above current projections. 
  
MORE EVIDENCE COFFEE, TEA COULD PREVENT DIABETES 
VO :21 
Coffee, tea, or decaf-no matter what your choice, drinking any of these beverages may reduce your risk of diabetes, 
according to a new analysis of 18 
studies including hundreds of thousands of people. A 2005 research review concluded that people who drank the 
most coffee were one-third less likely to develop diabetes than those who drank the least, Dr. Rachel Huxley of The 
University of Sydney, Australia, and colleagues note. In the years since then, they add, the amount of research on 
coffee and diabetes risk "has more than doubled," while other studies have suggested that tea and decaf coffee may 
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also be preventive. 
  
====================END OF PART I ============= 
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FCC REPORTS NETWORK NEWS 6:30 DECEMBER 1-15 PART 1  
 
12/01/09 
 
NOTHING TO REPORT 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
12/02/09 
 
IMMIGRATION MARCH  
JAIME GARCIA, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
PKG 2;04 
Director of the Department of Justice will lead a procession of priests and faithful to the "B-18" 
Immigration Holding Center in the basement of the downtown Federal Building, where immigrants 
are held while being processed for possible deportation or long-term immigration detention. The 
visit to the "B-18" Holding Center brings the message of this year's Guadalupe Celebration, "No 
Tengas Miedo (Do Not Fear)," to the immigrant community impacted by our broken immigration 
system. 
 
BREAST CANCER HEARING  
LOURDES DEL RIO. MIAMI, FLORIDA 
PKG 2:17 
Breast ultrasounds found 100 percent of suspicious cancers in women under 40 who found lumps 
or other suspicious areas of the breast, offering a cheaper, less-invasive alternative to surgery or 
biopsies, U.S. researchers said Wednesday. They said targeted ultrasound -- which examines 
just the area of the breast where a lump is identified -- should become the standard of care for 
women under 40. The findings may address some of the concerns raised by a federal advisory 
panel about breast exams done by women or doctors to investigate lumps or hot spots in the 
breast, which most often turn out to be harmless. 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
12/03/09 
 
OBAMA JOB SUMMIT 
LOURDES MELUZA. WASHINGTON, DC 
PKG 2:13 
The decline in weekly jobless claims reported Thursday is "certainly hopeful," White House 
spokesman Robert Gibbs said. He also told reporters that the White House is open to any idea 
that could spur job creation. President Barack Obama turns his attention Thursday from 
Afghanistan to the battle against U.S. unemployment, which has sapped his popularity at home 
and may shape his political future. Obama is hosting a forum with business leaders at the White 
House to discuss how to boost jobs after U.S. unemployment hit a 26-year peak of 10.2 percent 
in October. But the gathering has been dismissed by critics as a public relations exercise. 
 
COURT MASS IMMIGRANT HEARING 
LUIS MEGID. SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA  
PKG 2:01 
Immigrants who have been arrested in zero-tolerance zones along the Mexican border must not 
be tried at mass criminal immigration hearings because the proceedings violate federal rules, an 
appeals court ruled Wednesday. A three-judge panel with the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in 
San Francisco ruled that a federal court in Tucson, Ariz. - where mass hearings have been held 
for defendants arrested by U.S. Border Patrol agents - had violated Rule 11, which requires that 
each defendant be read their rights and be given an explanation of what a guilty plea means. 
 



------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
12/04/09 
 
JOBS AND ECONOMY  
BLANCA ROSA VILCHEZ. NEW YORK  
PKG 2:07 
With a report due out on November unemployment tomorrow, President Barack Obama is vowing 
to take "every responsible step to accelerate job creation." At a meeting with more than 100 
CEOs, academics, small business and union leaders, Obama highlighted some ideas for job 
growth that could be put into action quickly. Among the possibilities is a program to make homes 
more energy efficient.  
 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
 
12/05/09 
 
6:30PM & 11:30PM  
 
US HEALTH OVERALL  
VO :22 
The partisan debate over President Barack Obama's health care overhaul continues during a rare 
weekend session of the Senate. Medicare cuts are at the core of the debate, as well as the public 
health insurance option. Liberal and moderate Democrats are still struggling to find a compromise 
on a proposed government insurance plan. 
 
DANGEROUS PAIN KILLER  
LUIS MEGID. SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA  
PKG 2:00 
In light of a few high profile deaths that have been potentially linked to the abuse of prescription 
drugs, it has pushed to the forefront an issue that has grasped America but is rarely talked about 
for how many lives it has impacted. We tend to hear about painkiller addiction here and there, 
with the occasional celebrity coming out and admitting they have or have had a problem with 
prescription pain medications, but with the recent death of Michael Jackson being linked to 
possible pain med addiction; it has really forced a much needed dialogue about this epidemic. 
 
-------------------------------------------------- 
 
12/06/09 
 
6:30PM & 11:30PM  
 
OBAMA HEALTH CARE   
VO :40 
The debate on health care reform is heating up in the Senate this weekend as Republicans 
continue to put pressure on Democrats, who themselves are divided over how to pay for the 
nearly $1 trillion dollar legislation. Medicare cuts are a hot button issue, as is a proposed 
government insurance plan. Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid is still short of the 60 votes he 
needs to shut off debate on health care reform legislation and move to a final up-or-down vote on 
the bill. Today, he inched closer to that goal when President Barack Obama made a rare visit to 
Capitol Hill to rally Democrats. Obama urged moderates and liberals to work harder to resolve 
their differences, including those involving a government insurance option and abortion.    
 
-------------------------------------------------- 
 
12/07/09 



 
HEALTH CARE OVERHAUL 
LOURDES DEL RIO- MIAMI, FL  
PKG 2:07 
Anti-abortion lawmakers in both parties have insisted that taxpayer funds not be used to pay for 
abortions in government-run health programs. But some liberals say proposed restrictions go too 
far by barring federally subsidized health insurance plans from covering abortion even if the 
procedures were entirely paid for with customers' premiums. 
 
BAILOUT COSTS 
BLANCA ROSA VILCHEZ- NUEVA YORK 
PKG 2:17 
The Obama administration will lose $200 billion less than expected from the federal bailout 
program and is looking at using part of the savings to fund new job creation efforts. A Treasury 
official said that the administration now believes the cost of the financial rescue program will be at 
least $200 billion below the $341 billion estimate it made in August. 
 
------------------------------------------------------ 
 
12/08/09 
 
OBAMA AND ECONOMY 
BLANCA ROSA VILCHEZ- NUEVA YORK 
PKG 2:31 
President Barack Obama says staggering job losses mean the country must continue to "spend 
our way out of this recession" with a round of new incentives for hiring. In a speech at the 
Brookings Institution, Obama proposed a package intended to stimulate job creation and bring 
down the country's 10 percent unemployment rate. The measures include more money for 
infrastructure projects, tax cuts and credit access for small businesses. It also includes rebates to 
consumers who make their homes more energy efficient. 
 
--------------------------------------------- 
 
12/09/09 
 
HEALTH CARE BILL  
LOURDES MELUZA. WASHINGTON, DC  
PKG 2:11 
Even though Democrats in the Senate appear to be ready to get rid of the public option -- it looks 
like the coalition backing President Barack Obama's health care bill is still together. A 
compromise that's in the works would include private insurance plans under the auspices of the 
federal employee health program. And it would also allow middle-aged people to buy into 
Medicare. And a leading liberal, former party chairman Howard Dean, is signaling that he could 
live with that. But a powerful small business group is voicing its objections to the Democratic bill. 
The National Federation of Independent Business says it would raise costs and make it harder to 
create jobs. 
 
SMOKING KILLS 5 MILLION A YEAR  
VO: 45  
The World Health Organization is reporting that tobacco use kills at least 5 million people every 
year. A new study says that number could rise if countries don't take stronger anti-smoking 
measures. The U.N. agency says most of the world -- nearly 95 percent of the global population -- 
isn't covered by laws that ban smoking. WHO also reports that secondhand smoke kills about 
600,000 people every year. The report describes various strategies to curb smoking around the 
world. These include enforcing bans on tobacco advertising and raising taxes on tobacco 
products.  



 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
 
12/10/09 
 
FORECLOSURE FALL IN NOVEMBER 
VO :12 
U.S. foreclosure activity fell in November for the fourth month running, but improvement from 
July's record high came from loan modification programs that may fail to permanently remedy 
many failing mortgages, real estate Data Company RealyTrack said on Thursday. Foreclosure 
filings -- including notices of default, auction and bank repossession -- dropped 8 percent last 
month and were down 15 percent from the July peak. till, filings were reported on more than 
300,000 homes for the ninth straight month, having never been that high in any month before this 
year, and were 18 percent higher than a year ago. 
 
JOBLESS RATE RISE  
VO :17 
The number of newly laid-off workers seeking jobless benefits rose more than expected last 
week, after falling for five straight weeks. Despite the increase, claims have fallen steadily since 
this summer, a sign that job cuts are slowing and hiring could pick up as soon as early next year 
amid a broad economic recovery. Initial claims for unemployment insurance rose by 17,000 to a 
seasonally adjusted 474,000, the Labor Department said Thursday. That was above analysts' 
expectations of 460,000 new claims. Claims were partly inflated by a surge following the 
Thanksgiving holiday week, when many state unemployment offices are closed, a department 
analyst said. Seasonal layoffs in the construction industry also played a role. 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
12/11/09 
 
IMMIGRATION REFORM  
LOURDES DEL RIO, MIAMI, FLORIDA 
PKG 2:08 
On Tuesday, December 15, Congressman Luis V. Gutierrez (D-IL) will introduce new legislation, 
the Comprehensive Immigration Reform for America's Security and Prosperity Act of 2009 (CIR 
ASAP), to the U.S. House of Representatives. Gutierrez will be joined by members of many 
different faiths and backgrounds, including the Congressional Hispanic Caucus, Black Caucus, 
Asian Pacific American Caucus and Progressive Caucus.  
 
TARGETING CRIMINAL ALIENS 
LUIS MEGID, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 
PKG 1:51 
Nearly 300 foreign nationals with criminal records have been removed from the United States or 
is facing deportation following a three-day enforcement surge in California, making it the biggest 
operation targeting at large criminal aliens ever carried out by U.S. Immigration and Customs 
Enforcement (ICE). During the operation, which concluded late Thursday, ICE officers located 
and arrested a total of 280 criminal aliens statewide, along with six non-criminal aliens who had 
final orders of deportation.  
 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
12/12/09 
 
6:30 PM & 11:30 PM 
 
NOTHING TO REPORT 



 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
12/13/09 
 
6:30 PM & 11:30 PM 
 
CONGRESS SPENDING 
VO: 23 
Senate Democrats overcame a Republican filibuster to clear the way for a vote Sunday on a huge 
end-of-year $1.1 trillion spending bill that includes money to run much of the government and pay 
for Medicare and Medicaid benefits. The spending measure gives the Education Department, the 
State Department, the Department of Health and Human Services and others generous budget 
increases far exceeding inflation. 
 
OBAMA AND BANKS 
VO: 19 
President Barack Obama's economic advisers are talking tough about the banks ahead of his 
meeting with heads of financial institutions. Larry Summers and Christina Romer say Obama will 
press bankers Monday to ease lending to help Americans get back to work. As summers put it, 
bankers need to recognize that "they've got obligations to the country after all that's been done 
for them." 
 
HEALTH CARE OVERHAUL 
VO: 10 
A plan to let people as young as 55 buy into Medicare, heralded as a breakthrough in the 
Senate's health care debate, ran into resistance Sunday from lawmakers who can make or break 
Democrats' efforts to reshape the nation's health insurance system. 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
12/14/09 
 
OBAMA AND BANKS 
LOURDES MELUZA- WASHINGTON, DC 
PKG 2:00 
Obama, in a statement after more than an hour long meeting with the executives, said he 
reminded them that much of the financial crisis that took the U.S. banking system to the brink of 
collapse had been "of their own making." He also exhorted the executives -- both in private and in 
public -- to drop their opposition to an overhaul of the nation's financial industry. 
 
TEXT MESSAGES PRIVACY 
LUIS MEGID- SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 
PKG 2:00 
The Supreme Court said today it would rule for the first time on whether employees have a right 
to privacy when they send text messages on electronic devices supplied by their employers. The 
justices agreed to hear an appeal from the police department in Ontario, Calif., that was 
successfully sued by Sgt. Jeff Quon and three other officers after their text messages -- some of 
which were sexually explicit -- were read by the police chief. 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
12/15/09 
 
IMMIGRATION REFORM 
JAIME GARCIA- LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 



PKG 2:15 
Hispanic, black, Asian and other House lawmakers backing immigration overhaul called Tuesday 
for legalizing illegal immigrants in the U.S., despite a weakened economy and joblessness. The 
coalition of lawmakers said Tuesday immigration reform can protect American workers as well as 
bring into the mainstream economy productive immigrant workers who have lived in the shadows 
because of their illegal status. 
 
H1N1 VACCINE 
LUIS MEGID. SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 
PKG 2:00 
It seems like every couple days, you hear something about the swine flu in the news. And one 
thing that we've heard time and time again is health officials recommending that all kids get 
vaccinated. The vaccine being recalled was made by Sanofi Pasteur and was shipped to North 
Carolina in mid to late November. All of it, meant for kids between six and 35 months old and all 
of it, in shot form.   
 
===========END OF PART 1============= 
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12/16/09 
 
ECONOMY LATEST 
BLANCA ROSA VILCHEZ- NUEVA YORK 
PKG 2:15 
The Commerce Department said housing starts increased 8.9 percent to a seasonally adjusted 
annual rate of 574,000 units. Analysts polled by Reuters had expected housing starts to rise to 
580,000 units. However, the percentage increase last month was the largest since May, 
indicating housing remained on a steady recovery path. October's housing starts were revised 
downwards to 527,000 units from the previously reported 529,000 units. Compared to the same 
period a year-ago, housing starts were down 12.4 percent, but way off the 54.9 percent decline 
seen in January.  
 
BILL TO CREATE JOBS 
LOURDES MELUZA- WASHINGTON, DC 
PKG 2:06 
The US House of Representatives, tackling sky-high unemployment on the cusp of an election 
year, will vote Wednesday on a new jobs bill, Democratic House Speaker Nancy Pelosi said 
Tuesday. She said at a press conference with other Democratic House leaders. The package will 
include infrastructure projects and aid to states to help them avoid layoffs of critical public-sector 
workers including police, teachers and emergency workers, at a price tag of about 75 billion 
dollars. 
 
IMMIGRATION ASYLUM 
VO: 23 
The Obama administration says it will stop detaining asylum seekers who have a credible fear of 
persecution in their home countries. Immigration and Customs Enforcement director John Morton 
says beginning Jan. 4, asylum seekers can temporarily enter the U.S. if they meet certain criteria. 
They must establish their identities, they cannot be dangerous or a flight risk, and they must have 
a credible fear of persecution or torture. 
 
------------------------------------------------------- 
 
12/17/09 
 
MORE JOBLESS CLAIMS 
LOURDES DEL RIO- MIAMI, FLORIDA 
PKG 1:52 
The number of newly laid off workers filing claims for unemployment benefits unexpectedly rose 
last week as the recovery of the nation's battered labor market proceeds in fits and starts. The 
Labor Department said Thursday that the number of new jobless claims rose to 480,000 last 
week, up 7,000 from the previous week. That was a worse performance than the decline to 
465,000 that economists had expected. 
 
HEALTH CARE LATEST 
VO: 23 
The White House and its allies scrambled Thursday to quash a growing liberal assault on a 
much-compromised health care proposal, hoping to keep President Barack Obama's top 
domestic priority from being crushed between the political left and right. 
 
----------------------------------------------- 
 
12/18/09 
 



DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ASYLUM  
BLANCA ROSA VILCHEZ. NEW YORK  
PKG 1:56 
The Obama administration is crafting regulations to allow entry by other victims of domestic 
violence who feel they have no choice but to flee their homelands to protect themselves.  
 
IMMIGRANT DAY  
JAIME GARCIA. LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
PKG 2:03 
In honor of International Migrant Day, a lawyer, a comedian, a dentist, a nonprofit organization 
chief, a mother, a councilman, a school board member, a printer, a student, a chef, and a writer, 
among eighteen every-day Angelenos to be recognized by community leaders and community 
members. In 2000 the United Nations declared December 18 as International Migrants Day, a 
day to acknowledge the human rights, essential freedoms, and wealth of contributions immigrants 
make worldwide 
----------------------------------------------- 
 
12/19/09 
 
6:30 & 11:30 SHOWS  
 
HEALTHCARE LATEST 
VO: 24 
U.S. Senate Democrats reached a compromise Saturday with holdout Senator Ben Nelson that 
secured the 60 votes they need to pass the broad healthcare overhaul sought by President 
Barack Obama. Nelson said a long day of negotiating on Friday concluded with an agreement 
that meets his goal of ensuring federal funds are not used to pay for abortions under the bill. The 
plan that we've put together here, that we have agreement on, in fact walls off that money in an 
effective manner," Nelson told reporters, pledging to back final passage and support Democrats 
on upcoming votes to clear Republican procedural hurdles. 
 
OBAMA HEALTHCARE 
VO: 21 
President Barack Obama says he thinks the country is on the cusp of making health care reform 
a reality. Obama spoke at the White House on Saturday not long after Senate Democratic leaders 
secured the support of Nebraska's Ben Nelson to provide the 60th and deciding vote for health 
care legislation. He called Saturday's development a major step forward in extending coverage to 
the uninsured and saving money for businesses and the government in the long term. Obama 
also said that overhauling the nation's health care system will save lives. 
 
GROUP DELAY DEPORTATIONS  
LUIS MEGID. SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 
PKG 1:58 
There are 12 million illegal immigrants in the USA. Activists call for an overhaul of immigration law 
that would offer them a way to earn legal status. Rep. Luis Gutierrez, D-Ill., introduced a bill 
Tuesday that would give illegal immigrants who pay fines, pass background checks and meet 
other requirements a path toward legal residency.   College students who are illegal immigrants 
fall under a separate proposal called the Development, Relief, and Education for Alien Minors Act 
- the DREAM Act. Requirements would include arrival in the USA at 15 or younger, a five-year 
residency or more, and at least two years of college or military service. Versions of the act have 
been introduced since 2001 without success.   
 
----------------------------------------------- 
 
12/20/09 
 



6:30 & 11:30 SHOWS  
 
HEALTHCARE LATEST 
LOURDES DEL RIO. IN HOUSE  
PKG 1:58 
In the run-up to a crucial make-or-break vote on health care legislation, lawmakers are stepping 
up their rhetoric. Republican Sen. Tom Coburn called Democratic deal making to get the 60 votes 
needed to pass the bill "corruption." On the Senate floor, Democratic Sen. Sheldon Whitehouse 
responded by saying Republicans have embarked on a "no-holds barred mission of propaganda, 
obstruction and fear." Under Senate rules, Democrat  need 60 votes on three separate occasions 
to pass the measure, the first of which is set for about 1 a.m. Monday. Democrats say Sen. Ben 
Nelson's announcement yesterday that he'd support the measure gave them the 60 votes they 
need. 
 
H1N1 LATEST 
BLANCA ROSA VILCHEZ. NEW YORK  
PKG 1:57 
U.S. health officials said this week that 100 million doses of H1N1 vaccine were now available or 
had been delivered and urged everyone to get vaccinated. H1N1 could still peak again and could 
also mutate into a more dangerous form. The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
estimates that 47 million Americans have been infected with H1N1, nearly 10,000 have been 
killed by it and more than 200,000 hospitalized. While the severity appears somewhat milder than 
seasonal flu, which kills an estimated 36,000 people a year, most patients who die or have severe 
disease from swine flu are children or non-elderly adults. 
 
------------------------------------------------- 
 
12/21/09 
 
HEALTH REFORM LATEST 
FERNANDO PIZARRO- Washington, DC 
PKG 2:19 
Senate Democrats won a crucial test vote on President Barack Obama's health care overhaul, 
putting them on track for passage before Christmas of the historic legislation to remake the 
nation's medical system and cover 30 million uninsured. All 58 Democrats and the Senate's two 
independents held together early Monday against unanimous Republican opposition, providing 
the exact 60-40 margin needed to shut down a threatened GOP filibuster. The vote came shortly 
after 1 a.m. 
 
WHITE HOUSE ON TRACK TRIMMING COSTS 
VO 0:45 
An Obama administration program is on track to slice $40 billion from U.S. government spending 
on outside contractors. Under a two-year plan announced in March, President Barack Obama 
asked government departments and agencies to save $40 billion in contracting costs by the fiscal 
year ending on Sept. 30, 2011, by improving management of contracts and ending unnecessary 
ones. 
 
FBI - MURDER FALLS 10% 
VO 0:45 
The FBI says murders fell 10 percent across the country in the first half of 2009. Overall violent 
crimes fell by 4.4 percent, and property crimes also dropped, by 6.1 percent. The figures are 
compiled from data supplied to the FBI by more than 11,700 police and law enforcement 
agencies across the country. They compare the first six months of this year to the first six months 
of last year. Violent crime fell about 7 percent in cities with 1 million or more people. But in towns 
with 10,000 to 25,000 people, violent crime ticked up slightly by 1.7 percent. 
 



WEATHER AND AIRPORT DELAYS 
BLANCA ROSA VILCHEZ - New York 
PKG 2:09 
Airports and cities are getting back on track after weekend's winter storm dumped more than 2 
feet of snow in some areas along the east coast. Many travelers are still stranded at airports and 
train stations after their travel plans were cancelled, hundreds of thousands of people lost power, 
roads were closed, and flights delayed from the mid-Atlantic region to New England. 
 
LABOR DEPT SURGE HIRING TEMPORARY WORKERS 
VO 0:18 
The hiring of temporary workers has surged, suggesting that the nation's employers might soon 
take the next step, bringing on permanent workers. As demand rose after the last two recessions, 
in the early 1990s and in 2001, employers moved more quickly. They added temps for only two or 
three months before stepping up the hiring of permanent workers. Now temp hiring has risen for 
four months.  
 
HOLIDAY SHOPPING 
LUIS MEGID - San Francisco 
PKG 1:43 
The last big shopping weekend before Christmas has come and gone, and with snow, sleet and 
wind on the East Coast consumers had another reason to stay away from the mall. Retail 
analysts predict those consumers who stayed home this weekend did a lot of shopping online, 
and will finish their buying over next few days. From Black Friday through December 12, sales 
were up 14.4% compared to last year.  
 
------------------------------------------------- 
 
12/22/09 
 
HEALTH CARE LATEST 
FERNANDO PIZARRO - Washington, DC 
PKG 2:16 
U.S. Senate Democrats cleared the second of three 60-vote hurdles on President Barack 
Obama's healthcare overhaul Tuesday, moving the landmark legislation one step closer to 
passage by Christmas. For the second consecutive day, Democrats mustered 60 party-line votes 
to cut off debate on the healthcare reform bill and move toward final passage over unanimous 
Republican opposition. 
 
OBAMA MEETING WITH BANKERS 
LUIS MEGID - San Francisco, California  
PKG 1:53 
President Barack Obama will discuss the economy, lending to small businesses and financial 
regulation when he sits down at the White House with representatives of a dozen small and 
community banks. Obama scheduled Tuesday's session as a follow-up to a similar meeting he 
held last week with some of the nation's top bankers. At that meeting, Obama implored bankers 
to help keep the fragile recovery from faltering by increasing lending to small businesses and 
supporting a rewrite of financial regulations.  
 
IMMIGRATION ENFORCEMENT 
JAIME GARCIA - Los Angeles, California 
PKG 2:08 
Federal prosecutions reached a record high in the 2009 fiscal year, with the surge driven by a 
sharp increase in cases filed against immigration violators.  The 169,612 federal prosecutions 
were a jump of nearly 9 percent from the previous year, according to Department of Justice data 
analyzed by a research center at Syracuse University. Immigration prosecutions were up nearly 



16 percent, and made up more than half of all criminal cases brought by the federal government, 
the report said.  
 
------------------------------------------------- 
 
12/23/09 
 
HEALTH CARE OVERHAUL 
FERNANDO PIZARRO - Washington, DC 
PKG 2:22 
Senate Democrats are expected to have the 60 votes they need today to cut off debate on the 
health care bill. That will set the stage for approving the bill tomorrow. Today's test is the final 
time 60 votes will be needed. The legislation itself can pass with a simple majority. President 
Barack Obama's health care overhaul cleared its second 60-vote test. 
 
IMMIGRATION RAIDS INCREASE 
SALVADOR DURAN - Los Angeles, CA 
PKG 2:03 
As Immigration Customs Enforcement (ICE) led raids continue unabated across the country, 
community based organizations, organized labor, immigration law and policy experts, and 
religious groups have called on the U.S. Department of Justice to immediately cease and initiate 
a comprehensive investigation into the dramatic rise in immigration raids & check points across 
the southland. The raids are generating mass panic in targeted immigrant communities right in 
the middle of the Christmas and New Year's holidays. 
 
--------------------------------------- 
 
12/24/09 
 
HEALTH REFORM PASSES SENATE 
FERNANDO PIZARRO, WASHINGTON, DC 
PKG 2:27 
There's some more compromising to do, before President Barack Obama will have a health care 
reform package to sign.  The one that was approved by the Senate today differs from the House 
version -- although the White House says they're "95 percent" similar. Democrats in the House 
and Senate vow to finish their work early in the New Year. The Senate passed its version today 
on a 60-39 vote, following 24 days of floor debate. President Barack Obama is looking forward to 
signing what he calls "the most important piece of social legislation since Social Security." Obama 
has been offering congratulations by phone to senators who worked to pass health care reform -- 
and to Vicki Kennedy, whose late husband Ted had made health care his life's work in the 
Senate. 
 
LESS CRIME IN CALIFORNIA 
JAIME GARCIA, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
PKG. 2:07 
Crime in Los Angeles County dropped again in 2009 despite rising unemployment and the bad 
economy, continuing a slide that has pushed homicides to levels not seen since the 1960s. 
Killings dropped about 17% in Los Angeles and by nearly a quarter in areas patrolled by the Los 
Angeles County Sheriff's Department. Together, the agencies investigated about 500 killings 
through Sunday -- a sharp drop in bloodshed compared with the more than 1,500 in 1992, the 
year of the Los Angeles riots.  
 
---------------------------------------------- 
 
12/25/09 
 



HEALTHCARE COMPARISON  
BLANCA ROSA VILCHEZ. NEW YORK  
PKG 2:05 
About 94 percent of legal residents under age 65 -- compared with 83 percent now. Government 
subsidies to help buy coverage start in 2014. Of the remaining 24 million people under age 65 left 
uninsured, about one-third would be illegal immigrant. Medicare payroll tax increased to 2.35 
percent on income over $200,000 a year for individuals, $250,000 for couples.  
 
YOUNG AND STEROIDS 
CRISITNA PUIG. MIAMI, FLORIDA 
PKG 3:11 
Despite the attention on steroids and professional athletes, most medical experts are more 
concerned about the drugs' impact on younger users. On Monday, the American Academy of 
Pediatrics issued a new policy statement condemning the use of steroids among children and 
adolescents. The doctors' group called on parents and coaches to take a stand against 
performance-enhancing drugs and "win-at-all costs" thinking. 
 
------------------------------------------- 
 
12/26/09 
 
6:30 & 11:30 
 
IMMIGRATION AND HARD TIME  
BLANCA ROSA VILCHEZ. NEW YORK  
PKG 1:46 
The Obama administration said last week that it would begin a major push for immigration reform 
this year. The country's two big labor federations just announced that they are joining forces to 
support that effort, which includes a path to citizenship for undocumented workers. That's double 
good news. The administration is saying that it will keep its promise to fix the broken system, 
even if it means pushing the hottest of hot buttons: legalization, the dreaded "amnesty" that sets 
the Republican right wing ablaze and makes many Democrats quiver.  
 
EDUCATION AND HEART ATTACK  
VO: 23 
More education may mean a lower heart attack risk later in life, with benefits seen in low-income 
countries as well as wealthy nations, a new study finds. A number of studies in Western countries 
have found a link between higher socioeconomic status and lower heart disease risk. However, 
studies measure socioeconomic status in various ways -- by people's education or current job or 
current family income, for instance -- and it is not clear whether all of those factors are equally 
important. 
 
----------------------------------------------------- 
 
12/27/09 
 
6:30 & 11:30 
 
HARD TIME AND SPIRITUALITY  
LOURDES DEL RIO. MIAMI, FLORIDA  
PKG 1:49 
For now, watch this trend for 2010 and beyond: Wedges of interests, disenchanted with our 
culture, will continue to develop and pull together, even unto isolation, provoked by a growing, 
cannibalistic U.S. and world governments, which have American riches within their sights. The 
spiritually enlightened will expand among those pockets. More will embrace the intricate link 
among every living thing. The tie that binds us all has been ignored for ages, thus we're in trouble 



in the most simple of life issues such as the foods we eat, cosmetic addictions, and how we treat 
the Earth and its species; our human brothers and sisters not the least on a long list. 
 
------------------------------------------------- 
 
12/28/09 
 
DETROIT PLANE INVESTIGATION 
LOURDES MELUZA, WASHINGTON, DC 
PKG 2:19 
Al Qaeda claimed responsibility for a failed Christmas Day attack on a U.S.-bound passenger 
plane. The group Al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula said the  attempt was to avenge U.S. attacks 
on its members in Yemen. The group said it had provided the Nigerian suspect in the failed 
airliner bombing with a "technically advanced device" but that it did not detonate because of a 
technical fault. Speaking during a vacation in Hawaii, President Barack Obama vowed to bring 
"every element" of U.S. power against 
those who threaten Americans' safety".  
 
TRAVEL SECURITY 
LOURDES DEL RIO, MIAMI, FL 
PKG 2:25 
Passengers are facing longer lines at checkpoints and less freedom to move around airplanes 
during flights. Leisure travelers, such as the families that packed airports to return home after the 
holiday, are likely to put up with the new inconveniences. Alarmed by the prospect of losing their 
best customers, airlines are already asking federal officials to make any new procedures 
palatable to passengers. 
 
HOLIDAY RETAIL 
JAIME GARCIA, LOS ANGELES, CA 
PKG 1:56 
Stocks edged higher in early trading as investors returning from a long holiday weekend were 
heartened by good news on retail sales. Shares of major retailers rose after data showed 
shoppers opened their wallets more this holiday season, a good sign that consumers are feeling 
better about the economy. Consumer spending is one of the biggest drivers of economic growth 
and is vital to a sustained recovery. 
 
NY CRIME REDUCTION 
VO 0:45 
This year has been the safest in New York City in more than four decades, with the murder rate 
down to levels not seen since the early 1960s, police said Monday. As of Sunday, 461 murders 
had been committed, down from 516 in 2008 and the lowest number since comparable record-
keeping began in 1963, the New York Police Department said. The FBI also said New York was 
the safest U.S. big city in 2009. Crime in New York has been falling for several years. 
 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
 
12/29/09 
 
PLANE BOMB INVESTIGATION 
LOURDES MELUZA, WASHINGTON, DC 
PKG 2:21 
President Barack Obama said Tuesday that the intelligence community had bits of information 
that should have been pieced together that would have triggered "red flags" and possibly 
prevented the Christmas Day attempted terror attack on a Detroit-bound airliner. Officials said 
Obama chose to make a second statement in as many days because a morning briefing offered 
him new information in the government's possession about the suspect's activities.  



 
EMPLOYERS HIRING 2010 
BLANCA ROSA VILCHEZ, DC 
PKG 2:12 
Employers expect to hire more new workers in 2010 than they did in 2009, a sign the recession 
may be easing its grip, research showed on Tuesday. One-fifth of employers plan to add full-time, 
permanent employees next year, up from 14 percent in 2009, an online jobs site that surveyed 
more than 2,700 hiring managers and human resource professionals. Just 9 percent said they 
plan to cut head count in 2010, down from 16 percent in 2009, according to the nationwide 
survey. 
 
TYLENOL RECALL 
LOURDES DEL RIO, MIAMI, FL 
PKG 1:35 
A voluntary recall of Tylenol Arthritis Pain Caplets is being expanded because of consumer 
reports of an unusual moldy odor with the 100-count bottles, the U.S. Food and Drug 
administration said. The FDA said it and Johnson & Johnson were expanding the recall to all 
available product lots of the pain caplets with the distinctive red EZ-open cap. Health effects of 
the compound have not been well studied, but the events reported to the company have been 
temporary and not serious. 
 
-------------------------------------------------- 
 
12/30/09 
 
LATEST PLANE BOMB INVESTIGATION 
LOURDES MELUZA, WASHINGTON, DC 
PKG 1:59 
President Barack Obama says the intelligence community had information that it should have 
been pieced together before the Christmas Day attempted terror attack on a Detroit-bound 
airliner. Obama says the security system failed to connect the dots.  He's due an early report from 
his homeland security and counterterrorism adviser tomorrow on how a man with suspected ties 
to al-Qaida was able to board the Northwest Airlines flight with explosives. 
 
PUSH FOR BODY SCANNERS 
BLANCA ROSA VILCHEZ, NEW YORK 
PKG 2:21 
High-tech security scanners that might have prevented the Christmas Day attempt to blow up a 
jetliner have been installed in only a small number of airports around the world, in large part 
because of privacy concerns over the machines' capability to see through clothing. The body-
scanning technology is in at least 19 US airports, while European officials have generally limited it 
to test runs 
 
NEW ID REGULATIONS 
LOURDES DEL RIO MIAMI, FL 
PKG 2:27 
Starting Jan. 1, Florida drivers will have to meet beefed-up identity-verification requirements in 
order to renew their driver's license or obtain a new one. If you are renewing, you are allowed a 
``convenience'' renewal by mail or via the Internet between office visits. Old driver's license will 
no longer be accepted as a primary proof of identity. The following will be needed: a government-
issued birth certificate, a valid U.S. passport, federally issued citizenship or naturalization 
documents, or consular reports of a birth overseas.  
 
WHITE HOUSE IMMIGRATION BATTLE 
JAIME GARCIA LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
PKG 2:13 



With the healthcare battle still unfinished, the Obama administration has been laying plans to take 
up an issue that could prove even more divisive -- a major overhaul of the nation's immigration 
system. Senior White House aides privately have assured Latino activists that the president will 
back legislation next year to provide a path to citizenship for the estimated 12 million illegal 
immigrants living in the United States.   
 
CENSUS PROJECTION FIGURES 
VO 0:22 
As the U.S. Census Bureau gears up to make an actual count of the U.S. population on April 1, it 
estimates that the final figure will be 308,400, 408, representing an increase of 0.9% over 2009. 
The bureau says one birth is expected to occur every eight seconds in the United States and one 
death every 12 seconds. Net international migrations add one person every 37 seconds to the 
U.S. population. By combining those figures, the bureau estimates that the population grows by 
one person every 14 seconds. 
 
------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
12/31/09  
 
IMMIGRANT PROSECUTIONS 
O/C :20 
Immigration prosecutions rose to record levels in 2009 as the Obama administration kept up 
aggressive enforcement that began under President George W. Bush. Nearly 27,000 people 
faced serious federal charges relating to immigration in 2009, according to Chief Justice John 
Roberts' annual year-end report on the judiciary. More than three-fourths were accused of 
illegally re-entering the United States after having been sent home before. Immigration cases 
increased by about a fifth over the previous year and made up a third of all new criminal filings in 
U.S. district courts in the government spending year that ended Sept. 30. The statistics were 
compiled by the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts. 
 
IMMIGRATION 2009 
JAIME GARCIA / LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
PKG 2:00 
Immigration prosecutions rose to record levels in 2009 as the Obama administration kept up 
aggressive enforcement that began under President George W. Bush. Nearly 27,000 people 
faced serious federal charges relating to immigration in 2009, according to Chief Justice John 
Roberts' annual year-end report on the judiciary. More than three-fourths were accused of 
illegally re-entering the United States after having been sent home before.  
 
OBAMA PRELIMINARY REPORT ON SECURITY 
LOURDES MELUZA, WASHINGTON, DC 
PKG 2:18 
President Barack Obama is to receive a preliminary report Thursday on how a 23-year-old 
Nigerian with suspected terrorist ties managed to board a plane he is accused of attempting to 
bomb on Christmas Day, along with recommendations on how to prevent a sequel. The report is 
just the first step in what is shaping up to be an Obama-led effort to change the nation's 
intelligence practices after an attack that failed not because of U.S.  
 
======END OF REPORT============== 
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12/16/09 
  
ECONOMY LATEST 
BLANCA ROSA VILCHEZ- NUEVA YORK 
PKG 2:15 
The Commerce Department said housing starts increased 8.9 percent to a seasonally adjusted annual rate of 574,000 
units. Analysts polled by Reuters had expected housing starts to rise to 580,000 units. However, the percentage 
increase last month was the largest since May, indicating housing remained on a steady recovery path. October's 
housing starts were revised downwards to 527,000 units from the previously reported 529,000 units. Compared to the 
same period a year-ago, housing starts were down 12.4 percent, but way off the 54.9 percent decline seen in 
January.  
  
BILL TO CREATE JOBS 
LOURDES MELUZA- WASHINGTON, DC 
PKG 2:06 
The US House of Representatives, tackling sky-high unemployment on the cusp of an election year, will vote 
Wednesday on a new jobs bill, Democratic House Speaker Nancy Pelosi said Tuesday. She said at a press 
conference with other Democratic House leaders. The package will include infrastructure projects and aid to states to 
help them avoid layoffs of critical public-sector workers including police, teachers and emergency workers, at a price 
tag of about 75 billion dollars. 
  
OBAMA AND ECONOMY 
VO: 23 
President Barack Obama said Wednesday raising taxes or cutting spending would be the "wrong thing to do" next 
year when the U.S. economy is still fragile and this would be reflected in his budget plan and State of the Union 
speech. 
  
---------------------------------------- 
  
12/17/09 
  
HEALTH CARE LATEST 
VO:26 
Democratic hopes for passing a broad healthcare overhaul in the U.S. Senate took a hit Thursday when a crucial 
party holdout, Ben Nelson, rejected a compromise on abortion funding aimed at winning his vote. Senate Democratic 
leaders, racing the clock to finish work on the bill before leaving for the holidays, struggled to line up the 60 votes they 
need to overcome Republican procedural hurdles. 
  
----------------------------------------------- 
  
12/18/09 
  
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ASYLUM  
BLANCA ROSA VILCHEZ. NEW YORK  
PKG 1:56 
After suffering 10 years of horrific abuse at the hands of her husband, Rody Alvarado fled her native Guatemala in 
1995 and applied for asylum in the U.S. Last week, in a one-page decision, an immigration judge finally granted her 
request. It was the culmination of a long personal odyssey for Alvarado and of a thorny legal case that inflamed 
passions on both sides of the immigration debate. The Obama administration now says it is crafting regulations to 
allow entry by other victims of domestic violence who feel they have no choice but to flee their homelands to protect 
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themselves.  
  
US REAL ID  
VO :21 
The four states that still allow illegal immigrants to get driver's licenses have escaped running afoul of a national 
identification law because its implementation was delayed Friday. Hawaii, New Mexico, Washington and Utah are the 
only states that don't ban illegal immigrants from getting driver's licenses. In all, 46 states and territories haven't 
fulfilled the national ID law's mandates, which require driver's licenses to have security enhancements and be issued 
to people who can prove they're legally in the United States. If Department of Homeland Security Secretary Janet 
Napolitano hadn't extended the Dec. 31 deadline for states to comply with the REAL ID law, existing driver's licenses 
may not have been valid forms of identification to clear airport security in noncompliant states. 
  
----------------------------------------------- 
  
12/21/09 
  
HEALTH CARE REFORM 
FERNANDO PIZARRO - Washington, DC 
PKG 2:19 
Senate Democrats won a crucial test vote on President Barack Obama's health care overhaul, putting them on track 
for passage before Christmas of the historic legislation to remake the nation's medical system and cover 30 million 
uninsured. All 58 Democrats and the Senate's two independents held together early Monday against unanimous 
Republican opposition, providing the exact 60-40 margin needed to shut down a threatened GOP filibuster. The vote 
came shortly after 1 a.m. 
  
CHRISTMAS CREDIT CARD DEBTS  
LILIANA ESCALANTE - Los Angeles, California 
PKG 2:11 
During the credit crisis many are hesitant on purchasing Christmas presents with their credit cards. Credit card debt 
has now reached a billion dollars. Our reporter shows us a family that is trying to deal with their finances and working 
on a plan on how to enjoy the holidays. 
----------------------------------------------- 
  
12/22/09 
  
HEALTH CARE LATEST 
FERNANDO PIZARRO - Washington, DC 
PKG 1:41 
U.S. Senate Democrats cleared the second of three 60-vote hurdles on President Barack Obama's healthcare 
overhaul Tuesday, moving the landmark legislation one step closer to passage by Christmas. For the second 
consecutive day, Democrats mustered 60 party-line votes to cut off debate on the healthcare reform bill and move 
toward final passage over unanimous Republican opposition. 
  
OBAMA MEETING WITH BANKERS 
LUIS MEGID - San Francisco, CA 
PKG 1:54 
President Barack Obama will discuss the economy, lending to small businesses and financial regulation when he sits 
down at the White House with representatives of a dozen small and community banks. Obama scheduled Tuesday's 
session as a follow-up to a similar meeting he held last week with some of the nation's top bankers. At that meeting, 
Obama implored bankers to help keep the fragile recovery from faltering by increasing lending to small businesses 
and supporting a rewrite of financial regulations.  
  
IMMIGRATION ENFORCEMENT 
JAIME GARCIA - Los Angeles, CA 
PKG 2:08 
Federal prosecutions reached a record high in the 2009 fiscal year, with the surge driven by a sharp increase in cases 
filed against immigration violators.  The 169,612 federal prosecutions were a jump of nearly 9 percent from the 
previous year, according to Department of Justice data analyzed by a research center at Syracuse University. 
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Immigration prosecutions were up nearly 16 percent, and made up more than half of all criminal cases brought by the 
federal government, the report said.  
  
COUPON SHOPPING 
CRISTINA PUIG - Miami, FL 
PKG 1:57 
More than ever christmas shoppers are turning to coupons to help pay for gifts during this years holiday season. Our 
reporter shows us several tips on how to hold on to those extra dollars that may make a difference during the 
economic crisis 
  
----------------------------------------------- 
  
12/23/09 
  
HEALTH CARE OVERHAUL 
FERNANDO PIZARRO - Washington, DC 
PKG 2:22 
Senate Democrats are expected to have the 60 votes they need today to cut off debate on the health care bill. That 
will set the stage for approving the bill tomorrow. Today's test is the final time 60 votes will be needed. The legislation 
itself can pass with a simple majority. President Barack Obama's health care overhaul cleared its second 60-vote test. 
  
IMMIGRATION RAIDS INCREASE 
SALVADOR DURAN - Los Angeles, CA 
PKG 2:03 
As Immigration Customs Enforcement (ICE) led raids continue unabated across the country, community based 
organizations, organized labor, immigration law and policy experts, and religious groups have called on the U.S. 
Department of Justice to immediately cease and initiate a comprehensive investigation into the dramatic rise in 
immigration raids & check points across the southland. The raids are generating mass panic in targeted immigrant 
communities right in the middle of the Christmas and New Year's holidays. 
  
----------------------------------------------------------- 
  
12/24/09 
  
HEALTH REFORM PASSES SENATE 
FERNANDO PIZARRON, WASHINTON, DC 
PKG 2:27 
There's some more compromising to do, before  President Barack Obama will have a health care reform package to 
sign.  The one that was approved by the Senate today differs from the House version -- although the White House 
says they're "95 percent" similar.    Democrats in the House and Senate vow to finish their work early in the new 
year.    The Senate passed its version today on a 60-39 vote, following 24 days of floor debate. President Barack 
Obama is looking forward to signing what he calls "the most important piece of social legislation since Social 
Security." Obama has been offering congratulations by phone to senators who worked to pass health care reform -- 
and to Vicki Kennedy, whose late husband Ted had made health care his life's work in the Senate. 
  
LESS CRIMES IN CALIFORNIA 
JAIME GARCIA, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
PKG. 2:07 
Crime in Los Angeles County dropped again in 2009 despite rising unemployment and the bad economy, continuing a 
slide that has pushed homicides to levels not seen since the 1960s. Killings dropped about 17% in Los Angeles and 
by nearly a quarter in areas patrolled by the Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department. Together, the agencies 
investigated about 500 killings through Sunday -- a sharp drop in bloodshed compared with the more than 1,500 in 
1992, the year of the Los Angeles riots.  
  
UNEMPLOYMENT CLAIMS 
VO :20 
the Labor Department said the number of newly laid-off workers  filing claims for unemployment aid fell more than 
expected lastweek. The four-week average for claims, which smooths out fluctuations, fell for the 16th straight week, 
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to its lowest point since September 2008, when the financial crisis hit with full force.    Further evidence of a gradually 
healing economy was a Commerce Department report that orders to U.S. factories for big-ticket durable goods rose in 
November. The overall increase was less than expected. But excluding the volatile transportation category, the gains 
were twice what economists had forecast.     
  
--------------------------------------------------------- 
  
12/25/09 
  
NOTHING TO REPORT! 
  
--------------------------------------------------------- 
  
12/28/09 
  
LATEST PLANE INCIDENT 
LOURDES MELUZA, WASHINTON, DC 
PKG 2:19 
Al Qaeda claimed responsibility for a failed Christmas Day attack on a U.S.-bound passenger plane. The group Al 
Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula said the  attempt was to avenge U.S. attacks on its members in Yemen. The group 
said it had provided the Nigerian suspect in the failed airliner bombing with a "technically advanced device" but that it 
did not detonate because of a technical fault. Speaking during a vacation in Hawaii, President Barack Obama vowed 
to bring "every element" of U.S. power against those who threaten Americans' safety".  
  
PLANE SECURITY 
VILMA TARAZONA, MIAMI, FL 
PKG 3:11 
Passengers are facing longer lines at checkpoints and less freedom to move around airplanes during flights. Leisure 
travelers, such as the families that packed airports to return home after the holiday, are likely to put up with the new 
inconveniences. Alarmed by the prospect of losing their best customers, airlines are already asking federal officials to 
make any new procedures palatable to passengers. 
  
HOLIDAY RETAIL 
JAIME GARCIA, LOS ANGELES, CA 
PKG 1:55 
Stocks edged higher in early trading as investors returning from a long holiday weekend were heartened by good 
news on retail sales. Shares of major retailers rose after data showed shoppers opened their wallets more this holiday 
season, a good sign that consumers are feeling better about the economy. Consumer spending is one of the biggest 
drivers of economic growth and is vital to a sustained recovery. 
  
NY CRIME REDUCTION 
VO 0:18 
This year has been the safest 
in New York City in more than four decades, with the murder rate down to levels not seen since the early 1960s, 
police. As of Sunday, 461 murders had been committed, down from 516 in 2008 and the lowest number since 
comparable record-keeping began in 1963, the New York Police Department said. The FBI also said New York was 
the safest U.S. big city in 2009. Crime in New York has been falling for several years. 
  
------------------------------------------------------ 
  
12/29/09 
  
PLANE BOMB INVESTIGATION 
LOURDES MELUZA, WASHINTON, DC 
PKG 3:02 
President Barack Obama said Tuesday that the intelligence community had bits of information that should have been 
pieced together that would have triggered "red flags" and possibly prevented the Christmas Day attempted terror 
attack on a Detroit-bound airliner. "There was a mix of human and systemic failures that contributed to this potential 
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catastrophic breach of security," Obama said. Officials said Obama chose to make a second statement in as many 
days because a morning briefing offered him new information in the government's possession about the suspect's 
activities and 
thinking, along with al-Qaida's plans. 
  
CARRY ON NIGHTMARE 
VO 0:35 
Several international airlines posted advisories on their Web sites regarding extra screenings and carry-on bags for 
international U.S.-bound flights, saying that the U.S. government's revisions have prompted changes for passengers 
flying to the United States. Only one carry-on bag is allowed for international U.S.-bound flights, the advisories said. 
Virgin Atlantic advised passengers to check in early; British Airways told passengers to check in normally. Passengers 
traveling across the United States braced for long lines and delays, as well.  
  
US SCREENING 
VO 0:26 
Privacy concerns are helping thwart large-scale use of high-tech scanners that might have spotted the would-be plane 
bomber Christmas Day. Full-body scanners show great detail, including body contours, but critics say they amount to 
a virtual strip-search. In June, the House voted overwhelmingly to prohibit the use of whole-body imaging for primary 
screening. They're currently used for primary screening at six airports, and for secondary screening at 13 more.  
Supporters say such scanners provide the best protection for the 
widest range of threats. 
  
EMPLOYERS HIRING 2010 
BLANCA ROSA VILCHEZ, DC 
PKG 2:12 
Employers expect to hire more new workers in 2010 than they did in 2009, a sign the recession may be easing its 
grip, research showed on Tuesday. 
One-fifth of employers plan to add full-time, permanent employees next year, up from 14 percent in 2009, according to 
CareerBuilder.com, an online jobs site that surveyed more than 2,700 hiring managers and human resource 
professionals. Just 9 percent said they plan to cut head count in 2010, down from 16 percent in 2009, according to the 
nationwide survey. 
  
HOME PRICES RISE 
VO 0:25 
Home prices rise for the fifth month in a row in October, but the recovery continues to be uneven with only 11 of the 
20 metros tracked showing gains. The Standard & Poor's/Case-Shiller home price index released Tuesday edged up 
0.4 percent to a seasonally adjusted reading of 145.36 in October. The index was off 7.3 percent from October last 
year. Eleven of the 20 cities posted month-over-month gains with San Francisco and Detroit posting the largest 
increases.  
  
------------------------------------------------------ 
  
12/30/09 
  
LATEST PLANE BOMB INVESTIGATION 
LOURDES MELUZA, WASHINTON, DC 
PKG 1:59 
President Barack Obama says the intelligence community had information that it should have been pieced together 
before the Christmas Day attempted terror attack on a Detroit-bound airliner. Obama says the security system failed 
to connect the dots.  He's due an early report from his homeland security and counterterrorism adviser tomorrow on 
how a man with suspected ties to al-Qaida was able to board the Northwest Airlines flight with 
explosives. 
  
NEW ID REGULATIONS 
LOURDES DEL RIO MIAMI, FL 
PKG 2:27 
Starting Jan. 1, Florida drivers will have to meet beefed-up identity-verification requirements in order to renew their 
driver's license or obtain a new one. If you are renewing, you are allowed a ``convenience'' renewal by mail or via the 
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Internet between office visits. Old driver's license will no longer be accepted as a primary proof of identity. The 
following will be needed: a government-issued birth certificate, a valid U.S. passport, federally issued citizenship or 
naturalization documents, or consular reports of a birth overseas. In addition to proof of Social Security and residential 
address. It's all part of Florida's efforts to comply with the federal Real ID Act, passed by Congress in 2005. 
  
WHITE HOUSE IMMIGRATION BATTLE 
JAIME GARCIA LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
PKG 2:13 
With the healthcare battle still unfinished, the Obama administration has been laying plans to take up an issue that 
could prove even more divisive -- a major overhaul of the nation's immigration system. Senior White House aides 
privately have assured Latino activists that the president will back legislation next year to provide a path to citizenship 
for the estimated 12 million illegal immigrants living in the United States.  In a recent conference call with proponents, 
White House Deputy Chief of Staff Jim Messina, political director Patrick Gaspard and others delivered the message 
that the White House was committed to seeing a substantial immigration bill passed. 
  
LESS NEWBORNS IN ARIZONA 
CRISTINA PUIG, Miami, FL 
PKG 1:54 
Arizona's anti-illegal-immigration laws and the poor economy have had a chilling effect on the number of babies born 
in the state. Newly released figures from the state's Department of Health Services show a 7 percent drop in the 
number of infant births in the past year alone and a more than 10 percent drop over the past two years. Much of that 
drop has come in births to Hispanic mothers, state data show. There were more Latino babies born each year in 
Arizona from 2003 to 2008 than any other ethnicity. But in the past two years, thousands of Latinos, both legal and 
illegal, have left in search of jobs and a friendlier climate. 
  
  
SWINE FLU NOT AS CATCHY 
VO 0:45 
H1N1 swine flu is less catchy than previous pandemic flu bugs, a household study finds. The study looked at 216 two- 
to six-person households in which one family member came down with a confirmed case of 2009 H1N1 swine flu. 
Only 13% of family members caught the flu from the infected person. Strikingly, children aged 18 or younger were 
twice as likely to catch H1N1 swine flu from an infected family member as were family members aged 19 to 50. And 
people over 50 were about 80% less likely to catch the flu as were younger adults. 
  
------------------------------------------------ 
  
12/31/09 
  
NO ULTIMA HORA SHOW! 
  
  
===========END OF REPORT=============== 
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